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Executive Summary

hina is making a major transition to a socialist

armarket economy with the intention of being a

middle-income country by 2020, while monitoring and pro-

moting social development and cohesion.

Education strategy

To reach its economic and social goals, China needs an edu-

cation system that:

* produces high-quality results in a flexible manner,

* uses resources efficiently, and

* is sufficiently equitable to maintain social cohesion.

To do this, there needs to be:

* effective governance structures at all levels and

* adequate resources.

We suggest a two-part education strategy: one part is to

ensure that there are adequate resources for the weakest parts

of the system, especially in the poor rural areas, in order to

provide increased access to high-quality basic education to all;
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the other is to encourage the strongest parts of the sys- The curriculum in higher education is also too narrow
tem, especially in the urban and coastal areas, to as there needs to be much more scope for students to
increase their quality to grow and prosper as fast as pos- study across subjects. Basic foundation courses in the
sible. Such a strategy would enhance equity while undergraduate curriculum, especially in the sciences
responding to the imperatives of an increasingly com- and engineering, need to be strengthened. In VET, there
petitive economic environment. Implementation will needs to be more emphasis on general competencies and
require leadership and resources. less on job-specific skills. We suggest that, over the next

We recommend that the Government act on a num- 20 years, the proportion of separate VET secondary
ber of short-, medium- and long-term priorities. The schools be substantially reduced according to local con-
most immediate priority is to provide increased funding ditions. Additionally, we suggest that the VET curricu-
for the poorest parts of China to increase access to qual- lum content in comprehensive, general and diversified
ity basic education for all of China's poorest children. secondary schools be reduced over the long-run with
The second priority is to increase the efficiency of the parallel development of a two-year post-secondary
use of current government expenditures at all levels. vocational provision instead. We also recommend that
Increased efficiency will ensure the current funds are individuals take more responsibility for their own job
spent wisely while increasing the quality of education. training and companies producing training plans for
The third priority should be the introduction of more their employees.
effective outcome indicators to assure the government There is a more general point on content. Higher
that efficiencies have been achieved by the restructuring national productivity and growth are becoming increas-
of the education system. Once effective outcome indi- ingly dependent on knowledge and information. The 21I
cators are in place and efficiencies are being achieved, century will be one of ever faster change and the educa-
the medium- to long-term priority of substantial tion system, at all levels, will need to develop and adapt to
increased funding for the whole education system can meet the changing needs. This will require more versatile
be carried out with some assurance that these new people, more initial emphasis on general skills, greater
increases in funding will achieve improved educational flexibility in the curriculum and greater responsiveness on
outcomes. The long term priority is to address the sub- the part of institutions to adjust their provision. We think
stantial and widening educational disparities among that this is best able to be achieved if institutions have
regions and areas to promote greater equality in the more pedagogical autonomy of decisionmaking about
education system. what and how they teach-to respond to local needs-as

Our main report first discusses these as matters of well as more managerial autonomy to arrange the provi-
general principle and then under separate headings for sion in the most effective and efficient way.
schools, for higher education and for vocational educa- The current approach to the assessment of quality is
tion and training (VET). Our recommendations are done mainly by reference to the levels of inputs; we
highlighted throughout the main report, and at the end think this is misguided, but it is also unhelpful in that it
of the report, a smaller number are identified as appro- hinders the search for efficiency gains. The quality of
priate for early action. This summary follows the struc- education is best judged by assessments both of its
ture of the five themes mentioned above. results and of the processes that produce those results.

We think it will be vital both to produce output indica-

High-quality results tors of quality and to develop a means of observing and
judging the education processes themselves. Such qual-

In our view, the content of what is taught should be ity assessment processes will need to operate at the level
reformed and up-graded for the 21st century. At all lev- of the individual institution (school, university, etc.); at
els, there is too little emphasis on problem solving and higher tiers in the governance structure, there will need
practical skills and too much on theory and on learning to be a quality assurance approach which checks that
what the books and the teachers say. This suggests the the lower tiers operate effective assessment processes.
need for a major cultural change in the classroom and We are also convinced that the volume of education
in the teachers-many of whom will need retraining. provision needs to increase significantly by 2020. China
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has made good progress toward introducing universal for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)
nine-year basic education; but for 2020 we suggest that countries by providing block funding to institutions (at
China move toward 12-year universal education. The all levels) and allowing considerable managerial auton-
participation levels in higher education are also well omy to decide how the funds are to be spent (e.g., on
below those needed for China's goals. We believe that staff numbers)-with accountability based on results
significant expansion of higher education can and and on a quality assurance system. This would provide
should be achieved with little extra cost through not only the means for the search for efficiency, but also
increasing the efficiency of provision. For the 21st cen- the pressure to do so. It would require major changes in
tury, there will also need to be a significant increase in institutional management and streamlining of many of
the volume of provision for life-long learning (at all lev- the administrative processes.
els of education).

Equity and social cohesion
Efficiency

Universal access to nine-year compulsory education is
There are considerable inefficiencies in the use of clearly a major component of equity; unfortunately it
resources in education; it will be important to find ways has not yet been achieved in all the poorer Provinces. We
of reducing them. think the current arrangements for intergovernrnental

We are convinced that considerable efficiency gains transfers of funds are not adequate to address the
can be made by improving the overall governance struc- inequities of need and of resources, as they rely too much
ture through a reduction in the number of bodies on the local areas producing matching funds. If educa-
involved, with their overlapping responsibilities and tion is to be a driving force behind economic develop-
duplications. We deal with this below. Changes in gov- ment, there must be higher levels of fund transfers
ernance structure would also facilitate some rational- earmarked for the provision of compulsory education.
ization in the provision itself and should produce Inequities are growing at the local level too, particu-
improvements in economies of scale-for example, larly in some urban areas, with the growth of private,
through merging the three separate systems of voca- fee paying schools often created by privatizing public
tional secondary provision and through broadening, schools. We think that this risks social division if it con-
merging or closing higher education institutions hith- tinues unchecked-although we think that the private
erto associated with line ministries or their state-owned provision of higher education should be encouraged.
enterprises (SOEs). Inequities of access to compulsory education between

There are considerable inefficiencies at the level of those who can and those who cannot afford to take
the individual institution too; for example, in the num- advantage of what is perceived as superior education
bers of nonteaching staff (at all levels), in the staff- run the risk of damaging social cohesion. For similar
student ratios in higher education and in the reasons of equity, we think that student loan and grant
arrangements for some of the social support-which we arrangements for higher education should generally be
suggest should be divested from education institutions. made by the Province and not the institution.
We think there is scope for a considerable increase in
student numbers in many higher education institu- Governance structure
tions-perhaps by as much as 50-100 percent-with
only limited extra resources and no real danger to qual- To deliver high-quality education, efficiently and in an
ity (as long as quality is not measured by inputs; see equitable manner, requires a streamlined and effective
above). governance structure. This is not yet in place. Although

More generally, there are no pressures to search for there have been some changes toward rationalization at
efficiency at the institution level-almost the reverse. the national level, they do not go far enough. In essence,
The best place to identify the scope for efficiency gains we think there should be fewer public bodies involved
is at the level of the institution itself, so we propose that with education at almost all levels. We propose consid-
China should follow the example of many Organisation erable rationalization at the national level with the
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transfer of education responsibilities from line min- existing resources; (3) insufficient resources to support
istries and their SOEs to the Ministry of Education expansion and quality improvement; and (4) substantial
(MOE) (with their current funding) with MOE clearly and widening disparities in education. Achieving effi-
taking the lead role on national issues. We also suggest ciency gains should be the first step to increasing the
a single national body at the center with overall policy funds available for teaching and learning. We also pro-
responsibility for VET. pose bringing the various current levies, surcharges and

Below the national level, we think there are too many fees into the tax base, thus making them available for
tiers of government involved with primary and sec- more equitable distribution. Further we have no doubt
ondary education and suggest removing education that private sources of funds for public institutions are
responsibilities from any tier below the county level for likely to grow-and should be encouraged, especially
schools. Public universities should belong either to for higher and VET levels and for research which, in gen-
MOE, if they are national universities, or to the relevant eral, should only be undertaken at full cost.
provincial or municipal authority. Each tier's resulting But even with all that, we doubt there will be suffi-
responsibilities should be aligned to their access to the cient funds within the system to meet China's needs for
funds available to deliver those responsibilities. This the 21st century. While efforts to improve efficiency
will require major restructuring and redefining the roles should persist, a substantial increase in government
of the tiers of government. The emphasis should be on education spending is needed after the initial efficiency-
decentralizing responsibilities to the lowest tier to related reforms called for by the National Education
which it is practical to do so. As well as improving effi- Working Conference. A regularized intergovernmental
ciency, such delegation increases the system's flexibility grant system in education with greater central and
to respond to local needs-especially at the institution provincial transfer to lower levels should be developed
level (see above). to assist poor areas, assure a minimally adequate fund-

The result would be a clearer and more efficient gov- ing level for all areas and maintain regional disparities
ernance system that required fewer resources for admin- within a socially acceptable level.
istration and thus enabled a higher proportion to be Setting targets for educational spending is an appro-
spent on teaching and learning. For the system to work priate strategy because it focuses attention and affirms
effectively, there also needs to be more effective planning priorities in providing resources for education; provides
and budgeting at all levels that sets priorities, allocates a stimulus for the difficult task of mobilizing political,
resources accordingly and then implements the resulting social and financial resources; and ensures a process for
plans. We suggest that each province should be required monitoring and assessing long-term achievements. We
to produce a strategic plan for its education provision- support the Government's effort to raise government
including a properly thought-through role for private education expenditure (total of budgeted and out-of-
provision, particularly in higher education and VET. budget education expenditures made through the gov-
Each province also needs to recognize that it will need to ernment's financial system) to 4 percent of GDP in the
make and to implement its own laws to give effect to its near future and encourage the Government to set incre-
plans. We propose that one province might be invited to mental and higher targets for the year 2005 and for five-
develop a pilot for this purpose. year periods thereafter. We further recommend that the

Government consider a three-legged stool approach of
Funding levels setting these goals, which takes into consideration the

indicators of efficiency (using funds wisely), equity
None of this can be achieved without adequate funding (increasing participation and quality) and economic
and China's current expenditure on education as a pro- development (relative speed toward a socialist market
portion of gross domestic product (GDP) is one of the economy). We recommend that the Government set
lowest in the world. There are clearly a number of major these five-year targets taking into consideration actual
challenges in educational financing: (1) difficulties of and current circumstances such as the relative speed of
poor areas in achieving nine-year compulsory educa- China's movement toward a market economy, rate of
tion; (2) significant inefficiencies in the utilization of the GDP growth, changing demographic and education

4 Strategic Goals for Chinese Education in the 21St Century



participation rates, regional comparators on educa- bility. This report is based on the firm belief that the first

tional spending and achievement, special areas of equity path-tbat of excellence, equity and flexibility in edu-

that must be addressed such as gender and minorities, cation-is fully within the reach of the Chinese

and the changing needs of the labor market.' Government, and that pursuit of this goal would be in

the long-term interests of the country and society.

Implementation
National Education Conference

China is a large country with different levels of eco-
nomic development in different provinces. These differ- The National Education Working Conference was held

ences must be taken into consideration in any reform in Beijing on June 15-18, 1999. At the end of the meet-

plans pursued by the Government. The recommenda- ing, the Central Committee of the Communist Party
tions in this policy note represent a massive agenda for and the State Council issued the Decision "Furthering

change, even without the extra complexities of a coun- Education Reform and Carrying Forward Quality-

try the size of China. The date of 2020 seems a reason- Oriented Education" (a brief summary of this Decision

able target by which it should all be achieved-and we appears in Annex 7). This important meeting and the

are sure an incremental approach is right. In terms of Decision that was delivered by the central government

phasing, we suggest that the most urgent tasks are to on education came in the last stages of the preparation

increase the inztergovernmental transfers to the poorest of this policy note.

areas, to improve the current levels of efficiency, and to Tested against the principles that we have established

develop quality instruments that are based on outputs. in this policy note, we find that several points in the

Managerial and funding changes at the institutional Decision indicate that the government is moving in the

level to encourage flexibility and the search for effi- right direction. There are a number of structural changes

ciency can be planned and piloted quite quickly. that the Decision recommends that coincide with recom-

Structural changes will take longer, but a program of mendations made in this policy note, especially the fur-

the changes and their timing should be prepared. Once ther decentralization of the education system and the
all this is done, the need for additional public funds and development of two- and three-year tertiary level institu-

the routes for their injection can be reassessed with con- tions at the provincial level. Increased emphasis on the

fidence that such extra funds will be well spent in help- new curricular areas of creativity, teamwork, and prob-

ing to achieve China's goals for 2020. lem solving is an important element of the Decision, as is

Rapid technological change, open and competitive the increase in tertiary education enrollments, although

economies, and knowledge-based industries will be the both these development areas have substantial resource

hallmarks of the coming century. In this environment, implications. The increased flexibility in the structure of

stable countries, with well-educated and healthy peo- VET, with greater emphasis for such education placed at

ple, will realize the most rapid progress. A strong edu- the tertiary level, while decreasing the emphasis at the
cation system can help create a "virtuous circle" of senior secondary level, is an important decision and one

increasing economic growth and growing social capital that fits well within the specific recommendations of this

in China. The importance of this should not be under- policy note. The move to support the development of pri-

estimated. More people must have access to high- vate education will provide for increased access and

quality education, and educational institutions must be resources for senior secondary and tertiary education

flexible enough to provide it at key points in people's and therefore is a step forward. The central government's

lives. The alternative scenario is not attractive. It is one decision to continue the compulsory education project in

where large numbers of people are undereducated or the poor areas after 2000 and to increase support for the

very narrowly trained, and in effect "unemployable" in poor and minority areas fits squarely with the recom-

the emerging economy. The low level of human capital mendations of this report and the World Bank's primary

becomes a drag on economic development, and the mandate of poverty reduction.
unequal distribution of opportunities to learn and to Several of these policy decision will have substantial

achieve upward mobility becomes a threat to social sta- resource implications for both national and provincial

Executive Summary 5



governments. These decisions include the massive It is evident from reading the Decision that the
expansion of senior secondary and particularly tertiary Chinese Government recognizes that their social and
enrollments and the restructuring of the VET system economic development challenges in the 21st century
over a short period of time. This expansion of the will be great and the response to these challenges will
human resources necessary to support rapid economic have to be substantial and sustained. It is also clear that
and social development, again, coincides with the the Chinese Government sees education as playing a
World Bank's goals of eliminating poverty. central and critical role in answering these challenges

It will be important to monitor carefully efficiency and enabling China to become a middle-income coun-
gains that are expected to result from the expanded try by the middle of the 21st century. Implementing
enrollments and structural reforms identified in the gov- these education policy changes will take a combination
ernment's decision and be ready to modify policies if of political will, strong leadership and large amounts of
necessary to ensure that these efficiency gains are human talent and financial resources. We are confident
achieved. The Bank stands ready to continue its assis- that China will rise to the challenge.
tance in this process as it has done with the Economics
of Education Network. Note

Additionally, there are a number of areas in which a
continuing dialogue between the Bank and the govern- 1 The Bank team, using an Chnese anda anternational comparative

ment may well be fruitful. These would include expand- data, has prepared a reference recommendation on the optimal level

ing and strengthening the curriculum in the areas of GDP to be spent on education by the year 2020. This analysis and ref-

skills for competitiveness and ensuring that all children erence recommendation is contained in Annex 5 and takes into con-
sideration where Chinese education expenditures should be in 2020

in senior secondary schools have access to world class compared to other countries in the region that have similar or more

curricula. advanced levels of economic and social development.

6 Strategic Goals for Chinese Education in the 21st Century



4a.

Study Background

_ uch progress has been achieved in China's education
system over the last two decades since the start of the

"Open Policy." However, much progress still must be made. For
instance, recent OECD data shows that China lags behind many
other countries in the expected number of years that a Chinese
student will complete in their education career (see Figure 1). By
2020, China aims to reach the level of a middle-income country.
Education has a central role to play in achieving this goal. In this
policy note, the World Bank, with assistance from the Ministry
of Education (MOE), set forth strategic goals for education,
with the hopes of making an effective and efficient contribution
to economic growth and social stability.

Context

The 21st century will bring new challenges for the education
system. Rapid technological change, open and competitive
economies, and knowledge-based industries will all be fea-
tures of the next century. Economic progress will be most
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Source: OECD Education Data Base.

rapid in countries where people are well educated and Education needs to be a major force in addressing

healthy, and where stability is ensured. For China, a these issues.

high-quality, equitable and flexible education system People already have expectations for changes in the

will be needed to help create a "virtuous circle" of education system. For example, many parents want a

increasing economic growth and growing social devel- higher quality and better teachers but without undue

opment. The importance of this should not be underes- costs to themselves-in particular, the poor can reason-

timated. Education and knowledge must be accessible ably expect to have equal access to high-quality, afford-
to a wide range of people, and educational institutions able education. Many parents now expect their children

must be flexible enough to provide it at key points in to have access to secondary and even to higher educa-

people's lives. tion, and look for choice in the type and amount of edu-

In addition, China's whole social structure will con- cation their children receive. Many teachers recognize

tinue to be affected by the transition from a centrally their need for new materials and new methods; they

planned economy to a socialist market economy. As in also want better pay and living conditions. Many

other countries making this transition, inequalities are school and university managers look for greater flexi-

rising, diversity is increasing and people are becoming bility and autonomy for their institutions. Students

unemployed-many of whom will have only low-level would like relief from the pressures of a highly

or narrow skills. These are the results of, for example, examination-driven system. Employers will increas-

rural migration to urban areas, new entrants to the ingly look to the education system to provide people

labor force, and state-owned enterprises reducing their with core skills who can adapt to change.

surplus workers. Unless actively addressed, the result- These are all reasonable expectations. Responding to

ing problems may damage social cohesion as well as them will help economic as well as social development.

limit economic development. But is the current education system able to deliver them?

8 Strategic Goals for Chinese Education in the 21>' Century



Will it be able to bring China into the ranks of middle- sive society. To do this, children need to be in school and
income countries? We think that the answer is "not yet." to be receiving good-quality education, teachers need to

Within the current system, the curriculum is fairly be well educated and equipped with good materials.
rigid and designed more for a planned economy; fur- There are aspects of the Government's social policies on
ther, teaching does not develop problem-solving abili- education that are also inconsistent; in particular the
ties or creativity but prepares students for competitive increasing transfer of funding responsibility to parents
examinations. At the same time, resources for educa- when coupled with more freedom of choice for the selec-
tion are short, with the financial burden increasingly tion of schools is not consistent with a policy intention of
falling on parents, and there are significant disparities of equity of access. Freedom of choice for the selection of
provision, expenditure, quality and access-which are schools can mean that those families with more resources
still growing (see Annex 1). While students in the best may make it more difficult for students with fewer finan-
schools now enjoy a high standard of education, a cial resources to enter the best schools. Again, we think
much larger number are in schools with poorly trained that the policies need more thought and analysis.
teachers, few materials and greater difficulty in contin- For the education system to deliver these economic
uing their education beyond the ninth grade. and social goals it needs to be equitable, efficient and of

Many of the disparities arise from inequalities in the high quality; it also needs to be better funded. Equity
educational finance system. If such disparities grow fur- means that high-quality educational opportunities
ther, they could lead to increased social tension and dis- should be open to all regardless of income or location.
content among the disadvantaged, both individually Efficiency means that public and private resources
and in whole areas. should be used wisely and effectively to provide the

highest possible benefit. Quality means that the educa-
The strategic role of education tion system should provide students with academic

achievement, with social skills and with preparation for
There is clear evidence that education affects labor force employment. Better funding requires a higher level and
productivity and economic growth. That link is more equitable distribution of government investment,
strengthening with increasing globalization, competi- both to make up for investment deficiencies in the past
tion for markets and dependence of economies on and also to meet the demands of the 21t century out-
knowledge and information. Skill is replacing other fac- lined above.
tors as a basis for competitive advantage in the global At its most fundamental, we suggest a two-part
economy; the economic strength of a nation will strategy: the first part would be to ensure that there
become more dependent on its ability to develop, utilize were adequate resources for the weakest parts of the
and manage its human resources. system in order to provide high-quality basic education

For education's contribution to economic growth, for all; the second would be to encourage the strongest
the Government's policies are not wholly consistent. parts of the system to grow and prosper as fast as pos-
There seems to be confusion as to whether economic sible. Such a strategy would enhance equity while also
development must precede increased investment in edu- responding to the imperatives of an increasingly com-
cation or whether education is a basis for economic petitive economic environment. To implement it will
development. We feel that China's education policy require leadership as well as resources.
should not wait for economic growth, especially in the In carrying out this strategy, the Government must
more remote, poor areas, to provide the revenue to recognize and act on a number of medium- and long-
improve education. Investment in education in these term priorities. The first and most immediate priority is
areas needs to be made at the same time as investment to provide increased funding for the poorest parts of
in the more developed areas. This fundamental issue China to address the problems of inequality in the edu-
needs more thought and analysis in order to develop a cation system and to increase access for all of China's
single, coordinated and consistent policy. poorest children. The second priority is to increase the

Education is also a main driver for social develop- efficiency of the use of current government expenditures
ment. It helps people build productive lives and a cohe- for post-basic education, especially by restructuring the

Study Background 9



tertiary level. Increased efficiency will ensure the current The remainder of this chapter discusses briefly the
funds are spent wisely while increasing the quality of edu- labor context within which the education system has to
cation. Coupled with these priorities should be the intro- operate. Chapter 2 deals with general principles of pol-
duction of more effective outcome indicators to ensure icy at the national and provincial levels. Chapters 3, 4
that efficiencies have been achieved by the restructuring and 5 then discuss more specific policies in the three sub-
of the education system. Once effective outcome indica- sectors of education: schools, higher education and
tors are in place and efficiencies are being achieved in the vocational education and training. Chapter 6 outlines
post-basic education system the final long-term priority some early steps that the government could take as it
of increased funding for the whole education system, moves its education reform agenda forward. Finally, our
especially at the post basic levels, can be carried out with report includes a number of appendices that augment
some assurance that these new increases in funding will the analysis and recommendations in the text. In partic-
achieve improved educational outcomes. ular, there are two matrices showing how various

In order to provide guidance for the role of education OECD countries and Eastern European transition
in the 21st century, there are three aspects of this strat- economies have attempted to address issues similar to
egy that recur as themes throughout our report. The those now faced by China. The latter matrix on transi-
new education strategy must: tion economies includes useful comparative information
* face the world: an education system that captures on the experiences of these countries as they reshape
global knowledge, provides a world-class curriculum their education policies and structures to accommodate
and enables China to compete in an international the moves from central planning to an economy more
knowledge-based economy; driven by the market (Annexes 2 and 3).
a face the people: an education system that ensures equi-
table access to high-quality learning, provides people Labor market context
with choice about the type and amount of education they
can receive, and develops people's skills to build a suc- China's education system needs to be more market
cessful economy and a tolerant and diverse society; and focused to deliver the goals of economic and social
* face the market: an education system in which educa- development. For the economic needs of the country,
tional institutions adapt to changing economic needs in the market that the education system needs to face is
order to provide learners with skills that allow them to primarily the market for labor. It is difficult for the edu-
succeed in an evolving and changing labor market and cation system to be market-facing unless there is a real
that promotes the free flow of information to enable the labor market for it to face: producing flexible, adapt-
markets to work and decisions to be well informed. able graduates (from schools, universities or vocational

In the chapters that follow we present some of the training) will only lead to their frustration-and to the
key issues that need to be addressed: changes in the frustration of education providers-unless they are able
structure and responsibilities for educational provision, to find work in a flexible, adaptable labor market.
changes in levels of funding and its distribution between We have identified four rigidities in the labor market,
areas, adjustments in the volume and the content of each of which is beyond the immediate concern of the
education and the more efficient management of education system, but each of which is important for a
resources. successful education system. The first three are:

The purpose of our report is to help provide * the relative lack of sufficient wage differentials to
policymakers with a framework for further discussion. encourage individuals to acquire more skills;
We do not try to provide a complete set of recommenda- * the arrangements that supply housing, social support
tions because many of the necessary reforms are already and pensions as an integral part of a job package, which
recognized in China. Instead, we focus on those aspects make it very difficult for individuals to change jobs; and
of strategic reform for which we think there needs to be * the residential restrictions of the hukou system limiting
more thought or development; we provide suggestions as access to social provision such as schools-which further
to how such work might proceed. adds to the difficulties of people trying to change jobs.
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We think that Government has made some recent they are capable of doing, irrespective of its classification.
progress in reducing each of these rigidities but the Of course some graduates have strong ideas about which
movement remains relatively slow. These rigidities must jobs are "suitable" for them (e.g., in terms of status) but,
be substantially reduced as a condition for a successful as the higher education system expands and as the econ-
market economy for the 215 'century. omy develops, such expectations must change. Career

The fourth rigidity is the one most directly relevant guidance coupled with some form of publicity campaign
to the education system: the current occupation classifi- will be needed to change graduates' attitudes as to what
cation system, which also defines the qualifications are suitable jobs for them; but a prior need is to change
needed for each of the large number of narrowly defined the occupation classification system.
occupations. There are two fundamental problems with To serve the labor market, education providers will
the current system: first, the classifications are far too need information both about the economy's needs and
narrow with too many occupations; flexibility is not about the demands of society, in order to counterbal-
achieved by adding a new occupation to the list when- ance the "supply-driven" approach that can be
ever one is identified-as happens at present. Flexibility observed as a tendency among academics (in OECD
is achieved by broadening the job descriptions and counties too). To be able to respond to such informa-
making them less detailed and specific. The second tion, education and training providers need sufficient
problem is that the classification system is used too autonomy to do so. The theme of greater autonomy and
rigidly to designate specific qualifications as require- delegation runs through much of this report.
ments for each occupation; it is much too restrictive to Several countries in Central Europe are in the process
require each job to be filled only by someone who holds of making changes in their economies from central
the designated qualification. Recently announced planning to a market orientation. Their education sys-
reforms in the job classification scheme may add some tems have also been changed to reflect the new orienta-
flexibility but it is still too soon to judge the success of tion of these economies. The OECD has studied the
the implementation of these reforms. experience of these transition economies in the area of

An important negative consequence of the current sys- education reform and has presented its findings on the
tem is that it conditions job expectations of graduates- difficulties faced by these transition economies. The
especially those from higher education. Graduates findings are presented here in summary (Box 1) and in
should be able-and should expect-to take any job that Annex 4 of the report.

BOX 1

Findings on difficulties facing education reform in transition economies

• Changes in education are taking place in the context of severe * University and teacher trai ning colleges appear to be largely dis-
economic constraints and highly dynamic-in some cases- engaged from change in general secondary education and
political situations. appear to be barriers rather than constructive forces for change.

* Having enacted laws stressing decentralization and school * The collapse of highly specialized, rigid vocational training pro-
autonomy, a number of countries are now debating how to rede- grams is placing new and largely unresolved pressures on gen-
fine national and regional responsibilities in education. eral secondary education.

* Three traditional and legitimate national concerns are the source * The needs to reassert national identity and to strengthen ian-
of tension in most of these countries: national curriculum, stan- guage and cultural distinctiveness present special challenges
dards and examinations, and the culture of state oversight. for countries that also seek to develop a European dimension

* The reality of "decentralization" does not match the initial within their general secondary education systems.
expectations, especially with regard to responsibility for cur- * The availability of material-textbooks and other important
riculum and pedagogy. resources-remains a critical issue throughout the region.

* In virtually every country the status of teachers and lack of * Two areas-civic education and environmental education-
incentives for them to participate in the changes are major bar- should have a stronger and more Visible presence in the curric-
riers to improvement in general secondary education. ula of these countries.

Source: "Secondary Education Systems in PHARE Countries: Survey and Project Proposals," 1996. p. 13-16.
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In suggesting that China may benefit from studying education reform. China's overall reform strategy of
the experience of these transition economies (see Annex gradualist, step-by-step piloting of new ideas and direc-
2 for specific details), we are not recommending that tion seems to us to be the wisest direction. This gradu-
China follow the path of any specific country or groups alist approach allows for experimentation and
of countries. China's own history and culture as well as modification of ideas and policies without risking the
its current rate and direction of economic and social collapse of efforts to ensure increased quality and con-
development argue for China following its own path in tinuing equity in the education system.
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General Principles

y 2020, China will need a flexible education sys-
tem that can respond quickly to changing eco-

nomic and social demands. International experience suggests
that to make this a reality there should be fewer bodies
involved in the policymaking and delivery of education,
greater clarity in the roles of those bodies and a greater level
of decentralization within the system.

Structure

In terms of overall structure, we think there is currently con-
fusion (and overlap) between the main tiers of government
and that there are too many tiers involved. We suggest that
the chain of responsibility for schools,1 and for their funding,
should be: national, province, county (municipal), school,
with no involvement of Townships or any other tier below
county level-except perhaps as agents for the collection of
local taxes (funding is discussed in the next section). We rec-
ognize and support the important role that local villagers
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play in providing both financial and material support to for policy to those for access and control over the funds
primary schools and recommend that this link remain to implement the policies.
strong. For higher education, we suggest the chain At each government level there also need to be
should be national, province, individual institution. reforms so that: (a) all educational institutions, with

To reduce confusion and overlaps further, we also minor exceptions, should be managed by educational
think there should be fewer public bodies involved with bureaucracy; (b) one education budget for all educa-
the provision of education. We suggest that there tional institutions to be allocated by the education
should be no provision of school education by state- bureaucracy; (c) the total size of the education budget
owned enterprises, nor by line ministries (other than should be determined by the Government and approved
MOE), nor by other similar public bodies (e.g., by the People's Congress; and (d) decisions regarding
Universities). All such schools should be transferred the utilization of the education budget should be made
(together with their funding) to their county or county- by the educational bureaucracy based on a set of
level municipality. Similarly, public universities should ag'reed-upon outcome indicators that accurately mea-
belong either to MOE if they are national universities or sure the quality of education provided.
to the relevant provincial or municipal authority. All These structural changes will also need to be reflected
line ministry universities (with the possible exception of in improved management at the level of the individual
a few highly specialized ones such as for defense stud- school, college and university-a skill that has been lit-
ies) should be transferred to the provincial or municipal tle required in education institutions in the past. In short,
authority (again together with their funding). what is needed is for education institutions to operate in

We think that there also needs to be some rationaliz- a more "businesslike" manner. This means they will
ing and streamlining of responsibilities at the national need to recognize and respond to the markets repre-
level as between various national agencies such as: sented by employers and students (as "customers"),
MOE, the Ministries of Labour and Social Security develop plans and budgets, monitor the results and
(MOLSS), of Personnel, of Finance and the State ensure that they use resources in an efficient way.
Development Planning Commission. We have not We also think that the whole education system needs
examined in detail the current division of responsibili- better planning and budgeting mechanisms that are
ties between these ministries, but there would seem to capable of setting priorities and implementing plans at
be considerable scope for rationalizing responsibilities the national, provincial and county levels. Our report
both to ensure better consistency of policies as well as gives many examples of policy shortcomings that show
to secure improved efficiency. Overlapping responsibil- that this capacity is not currently adequate. It is critical
ities between MOE and MOLSS for the provision of that the education system develops the capacity to
vocational education and training is, we think, a clear gather and analyze accurate financial and other data so
example of the need for rationalization. that policymakers will be able to target policies and

For a more decentralized system, we think there financial resources to priority problems-for example
needs to be more decentralization of decisions and shifting funds to priority areas of concern. Data are also
responsibilities from one tier of government to the next, needed for monitoring not only the implementation of
and also more delegation from government authorities educational programs but also the effects of the uses of
to the education providers themselves (schools and educational inputs such as investments, teachers and
institutions). What the appropriate level of delegation is textbooks.
requires considerable analysis and should be related to These management requirements will be significant;
fund-raising powers; this will be different for schools, while they are needed for the 215t century, many are also
higher education and VET and is discussed in the rele- needed now. Developing new management approaches
vant Chapters 3, 4 and 5. will take time and is likely to need external assistance-

All the above will require a major restructuring and at both the national and the local levels. There is a
redefining of government arrangements for education. shortage of good management practice in education in
The analysis needed before final decisions can be taken other countries, within the region, as well as in OECD
must also include the need to match the responsibilities countries, they often need external help too.
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Employers, students and parents have an important potentially pose a severe risk to social stratification and
role to play too. For their influence to be constructive, polarization. At the primary and lower-secondary edu-
they need relevant and timely information to be able to cation level, there does not appear to be a strong case
express demands to the system and/or to make deci- for increased privatization of the education system. It is
sions that would influence it. This includes information the Government's continuous obligation to provide the
about an institution's quality and its performance, but fundamental support for basic education necessary for
also more general information to provide guidance China's sustained economic and social development.2

about job prospects to individuals when making deci-
sions about their future-for example, by means of Efficiency, outputs and quality assurance
some form of career guidance.

The above has concerned public provision; with Before increased funding for education can be effec-
China's aim for a socialist market economy, there are tively used to increase education quality, the current
likely to be increasing numbers of private providers of system must be made more efficient. Funding and orga-
education. We recognize that in the current education nizational structure must be arranged in ways that pro-
policy environment the term "private education" is duce pressures for increased efficiency. At present, there
open to a number of different definitions and interpre- are no such pressures and much of the system operates
tations. This is understandable during the current inefficiently. One of the most effective ways of encour-
debate on the subject. We think that Government needs aging efficiency is for institutions to have the autonomy
to have clearer policies about the relative roles of pub- and the incentives (e.g., through being able to retain
lic and private provision of education. Clarity is essen- savings) to make more efficient use of the resources
tial if the benefits of a more diverse provision are to be available to them. Neither the autonomy nor the incen-
fully realized while also retaining sufficient equity to tives are currently present. We discuss this in more
avoid social polarization and confusion-and also to detail in each of the sector chapters (3, 4 and 5).
avoid future unexpected claims on public resources. It will be important to ensure that the search for effi-
The policies may be different at different levels of edu- ciency improvements does not risk quality. This
cation and so are discussed separately in the three rele- requires a strong quality assurance process-but one
vant Chapters 3, 4 and 5. that focuses on education processes and outputs rather

We see that the growth of private education is both than inputs. It is primarily the education process that
inevitable and, at the tertiary level, desirable. At the ter- determines the quality of the students' learning
tiary level, enrollment could be allowed to expand con- experience-although some indication of quality can
siderably while bringing in substantial new sources of also be provided by considering inputs (e.g., the provi-
financing for the sector. While there is a strong case for sion of library facilities or laboratories). We think the
increased private provision of tertiary education, along emphasis on processes and outputs as the basis for
with an effective quality assurance mechanism to ensure establishing quality should be increased, not least as it
the soundness of the system, more caution is warranted will then provide scope to increase efficiency in the use
for private senior secondary education. Current evi- of input resources.
dence in some urban areas of China indicates that Quality assurance checks are needed as part of a more
access to some of the better senior-secondary schools is general approach to establish better accountability for
increasingly available to those who can afford to pay the use of public funds, especially if there are increases in
substantial tuition. In a sense there is an informal auc- institutional autonomy. In a more decentralized system,
tion of places in prestigious senior-secondary schools. the concept of a "quality audit" should be used by the
Additionally, there is evidence of pressure to privatize higher-level tiers: this involves each tier checking that the
facilities created by expensive government investment tier below has effective quality assurance processes, but
in plant and people. The strong impulse to raise funds does not involve checking what the lower tier actually
to provide quality education has, in some cases, led to does. In fact, the direct assessment of quality is needed
second- and third-best financial solutions, and could only at the level of the institutions themselves.
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Levels of funding be funded cannot be accommodated. These fiscal pres-
sures are unlikely to ease in the coming years with a

China needs to substantially increase its government slowdown in growth and increased pressures to address
expenditure on education3 in the coming years to: (1) the social dimensions of the restructuring that is going
address educational deficiencies as a result of a long on in the enterprise sector. In these circumstances, the
period of low educational investment in the past, (2) priority in the near term must be to ensure that funding
meet the current educational needs of an expanding for the poorest groups and regions for compulsory edu-
economy; and (3) develop a comparative advantage in cation is met-and fortunately the cost of doing so is
human resources so that China can more effectively attainable (see Annex b). The case for increasing fund-
compete in a knowledge-based global economy. ing for the rest of the education system is also very com-

Given the increasing link between education, skills, pelling but to increase the credibility and broaden the
productivity and economic growth, it is worrying that support for such funding increases, a major and prior
government expenditure on education in China has been reform/restructuring of the various systems is needed to
low for many years and has been declining as a percent- ensure that any additional funding will be efficiently
age of GDP. It is low by international standards both used.
when compared with OECD countries and with other Setting targets for educational spending is an appro-
countries within the region (Table 1). The low level of priate strategy because it focuses attention and affirms
government investment in education underlies problems priorities in providing resources for education; provides
such as delays in payment to teachers, poor equipment, a stimulus for the difficult task of mobilizing political,
substandard facilities and the severe difficulty in achiev- social and financial resources; and ensures a process for
ing nine-year compulsory education in poorer areas. monitoring and assessing long-term achievements. We

China's 1997 current education expenditure/GDP support the government's effort to raise government
ratio of approximately 2.5 percent has not changed education expenditure (total of budgeted and out-of-
much over the years, despite the general recognition budget education expenditure made through the gov-
that it is too low and needs to increase over time; thus ernment financial system) to 4 percent of GDP in the
the current target of 4 percent by year 2000 has credi- near future and encourage the Government to set incre-
bility. Progress toward achieving this target, however, mental targets for the year 2005 and for five-year peri-
has been limited because of inherent weaknesses in the ods thereafter. We further recommend that the
way revenues are being generated and the overwhelm- Government consider a three-legged stool approach of
ing claims on expenditures China currently faces. These setting these goals, which takes into consideration the
claims reflect the fact that the appropriate role of indicators of efficiency (using funds wisely), equity
Government is still evolving; many activities are being (increasing participation and quality) and economic
funded that should not be funded and many that should development (relative speed toward a socialist market

TABLE 1
Government education expenditure in East and Southeast Asian economies, 1980-94
(percentage of GNP)

1980 1985 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

Chinaa 2.5 2.8 2.3 - 2.0 1.9 2.6
Hong Kong. China 2.4 2.8 2.8 - 2.8 2.8 -
Indonesia 1.7 - 1.1 - 2.2 1.2 1.3
Japan 5.8 5.0 4.7 4.7 3.6 3.8 -

Korea, Rep. of 3.7 4.5 3.5 4.0 4.2 4.5 3.7
Malaysia 6.0 6.6 5.4 - 5.5 5.2 5.3
Philippines 1.7 1.4 2.9 2.9 2.0 2.4 -
Singapore 2.8 4.4 3.1 - 3.2 3.1 3.3
Thailand 3.4 3.8 3.6 - 4.0 4.1 3.8
a. China's data are based on "budget" spending and therefore not strictly comparable.
Source: World Bank, Education Statistics (version 2.0), Washington, D.C.
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economy). We recommend that the Government set The greater levels of decentralization mentioned in
these five-year targets taking into consideration actual the previous section will require the development of
and current circumstances such as the relative speed of better funding mechanisms between tiers of govern-
China's movement toward a market economy, rate of ment. The greater the extent of decentralization, the
GDP growth, changing demographic and education more unequal will be the resources available to the
participation rates, regional comparators on educa- lower tiers and thus the greater will be the need to
tional spending and achievement, special areas of equity equalize resources at the lower level. Such equalizing
which must be addressed such as gender and minorities, will be needed between provinces, between counties
and the changing needs of labor market.4 within a province, and between individual schools (and

In setting out to achieve the goal of the reform of a institutions) within a county. The redistribution mecha-
current dysfunctional education finance system, we nisms will need to take account, separately, of three fac-
propose that the Government should strengthen the tors: greater need for resources in some areas, more
budgetary resources available for education by convert- limited access to resources of their own in some areas
ing educational levies, surcharges and fees (except (often it will be the areas with the greater need that are
tuition fees at the institutional level) into taxes; these also those with lower levels of their own resources) and
could be collected at the township level but should be the fiscal effort of recipient governments in education.
transferred and managed at the county level, which will We develop the arguments about funding mecha-
allow for some distribution of funds across the county nisms, and make our recommendations, in Chapter 3.
to make up for spending deficiencies. Examples of different funding mechanisms used in sev-

China should be aware that government expenditure eral OECD countries are shown in Box 2. (Similar com-
on education actually suffered a decline during the for- parative data on other education issues can be found in
mer Soviet Union's transition to a market economy; this Annexes 2 and 3.)
was mainly because the educational services of the
SOEs, after privatization, were transferred to the Implementing mechanisms
regions and the resulting costs amounted to too a great
burden on the poor regions-and on poor families-as As the system becomes more flexible for the 21t cen-
a result of which expenditure dropped.5 There is a risk tury, Government will need to develop better levers to
that this might also happen in China; education spend- implement its policies and to influence the various
ing lost as a result of the reform of the SOEs will need players. Funding mechanisms such as those discussed
to be balanced by increases from national- and above, together with the availability of special funds
provincial-level funding. for specific purposes, are highly effective ways of influ-

encing the overall direction of the system. The other

Funding mechanisms main mechanism is through legislation. Further devel-
opment in education reform should take place within

Given the current economic inequalities between areas, the existing and planned framework of education
a funding policy that requires local funds to match laws.
intergovernmental transfers should be considered as a Legislation will be needed to deliver many of the
short-term measure. Further, we argued in Chapter 1 above changes, for example those of decentralization,
that the poorer areas should not have to wait until their funding, increased autonomy and quality control.
economy develops before there is increased investment Currently the time taken to make laws or regulations is
in education; such investment should be planned to lead so long that it is difficult to deal with practical needs in
economic development. Hence, we think that the cen- a timely way. Further, economic and social change are
tral and provincial governments should provide more likely to be faster in the future, so we think it will be
assistance to poor areas to promote economic develop- important to speed up the process of deiveloping, refin-
ment; equalization funds from central and provincial ing, passing and implementing legislation. Provincial
levels should be made an integral part of the educa- governments too will need to be more active in making
tional finance system. local laws and regulations to match their new responsi-
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OECD funding mechanisms

United States: In almost all states, public schools are funded by centage of children from parents of a non-English speaking back-
local real estate taxes that are divided between schools on the ground). Issues: As with the United Kingdom.
basis of pupil numbers. In some states, public schools also receive Republic of Korea: Central government provides 85 percent of
support from the state, often targeted at underfunded urban funding for schools; the remaining 15 percent is provided by local
school districts that lack a strong tax base. Some schools are also government and parents. (Tuition fees are charged in urban middle
supported by local corporations and foundations concerned about and high schools). Central government funds are distributed to the
the quality of public education. Several states are experimenting regional authorities which then allocate resources to individual
with the use of "vouchers," which permit individual students to schools. Funds are allocated on a line item basis with tight controls
select a public or private school and apply a given value of public which do not provide much scope for autonomous decision-making.
tax dollars to the cost of their education. Issues: Wide variations Netherlands: Central government funds are paid directly to the
in per-pupil expenditure between districts results in long-standing school boards with the exception of primary accommodation costs
tension between more affluent suburban and poorer urban schools. which are paid to the local education authority. Funds are allo-
Japan: Local education boards provide funding to schools on a cated according to the same criteria for public and private
line item basis-with funding parity at the national level main- schools. The school boards are required to distribute funds
tained through national subsidies. Private schools (which repre- between individual schools on a per pupil basis according to a
sent 1 percent of primary and 5 percent of secondary schools) national funding formula. In 1996, a block grant system was intro-
receive subsidies directly from central government. duced for funding secondary schools which allows schools a higher
United Kingdom: Over 70 percent of school finance is provided by degree of discretion as to how the budget is spent on staffing and
central government via local authorities. Under local management operation costs. Primary schools are still funded on the basis of
of schools (LMS), local education authorities allocate funds to ear-marked budgets but are preparing to make the transition to
schools on a per-pupil basis adjusted for factors such as size of block grants. Issues: Limited capacity for municipalities (or school
school and socioeconomic deprivation. There is no national fund- boards) to redistribute funds according to local priorities due to
ing formula and, in principle, local authorities can allocate funds national funding formula.
according to their own priorities. Since 1988, a small minority of Other European: In many European countries, a large proportion
schools (known as Grant-maintained schools) have received per- of funds from central or regional government are paid directly to
pupil funds directly from central government. Issues: Need for schools (or to school staff) and bypass local authorities (e.g.,
pupil funding system to be sufflciently flexible to reflect cost differ- Germany, Austria, Italy, France, Ireland and Spain). In other coun-
entials associated with individual pupils (e.g., costs related to tries, local government plays a more important role in distribut-
learning difficulties). ing resources (e.g., Sweden, Finland). In Sweden, some local
Australia: State Education Departments have financial responsi- authorities operate a pupil funding system similar to the United
bility for school education and generally do not receive subsidies Kingdom and have also experimented with the use of vouchers. In
from central government. They typically fund schools on a per- Germany, funding mechanisms vary between provinces, some of
pupil basis adjusted for indicators of increased need (e.g., per- which are moving toward the use of global budgets.

bilities; in the past they have tended to wait for instruc- ing of them as a means to providing better education

tions from central government. In addition to their own services to the public. In effect, the concept of "rule by

laws, they will need to pass local laws and regulations law" can establish the rights and responsibilities of the
that apply the central or national laws and regulations participants in the education system-including the

at the provincial level. government-in a clearer and more rigorous way, thus

Until now, many of the provisions of laws and regu- making success more likely.

lations have been vague and lacking in procedures for In many countries, educational goal-setting takes

implementation. We think that the development of the place primarily at the national level; however increas-

education legal system needs to put more emphasis on ingly in more decentralized political systems, regional

implementing sensible laws which are now in place: for or local authorities tend to have greater discretion in
the "rule of law" to become established, there need to modifying and interpreting national education goals to

be checks that the law is actually being observed and meet local demands. Furthermore, the more consulta-
implemented. This requires a change in philosophy tive the political systems, the more likely it is that

from thinking of laws as administrative tools to think- responsibility for policy development will be shared
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outside the executive branch, for example with 3. Government education expenditure includes in-budget government
education expenditure plus that portion of off-budget education

nongovernmental organizations and lobbying organi- expenditure that goes through the government's financial system. It

zations. As China's system become more developed, so does not include all the off-budget education expenditure. In partic-

it can be expected that these other organizations will ular, it does not include tuition and fees and social contributions. The
off-budget expenditures included are: education and surcharges,

play a increasing role in its future. spending on education by state enterprises, and other smaller items
within the financial system.

Notes 4. The Bank team, using an analytical approach similar to that laid
Notes out above, and using both Chinese and international comparative

data, has prepared a reference recommendation on the optimal level
1. In this report the term "schools" is meant to include all pre-higher GDP to be spent on education by the year 2020. This analysis and ref-
education institutions. In other words the term covers all institutions erence recommendation are contained in Annex 5 and take into con-

that are included in the Chinese definition of Basic Education. sideration where Chinese education expenditures should be in 2020

2. The role of privatization in China's education system is a topic that compared to other countries in the region that have similar or more

needs to be more fully explored and discussed and could be the topic advanced levels of economic and social development.
of a more detailed note produced by the Bank. 5. World Bank, "Russia: Regional Education Study," October 1998, p.4.
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Strategies for Schools

:'- e have argued as a general principle that
school provision should cease to be a responsibil-

ity of bodies such as SOEs, universities or line ministries
(other than MOE). The chain of responsibility for schools
would then be very simple: MOE, Provincial Education
Commission, County Education Bureau (or county-level
Municipal Education Bureau), School. This would mean
transferring the ownership, responsibilities and funding for
their current schools away from SOEs and the other bodies
to the relevant County or Municipal Education Bureau. We
have also said that we think that the township level should
not be involved in school provision-except perhaps as tax
collection agents for the county, under the rule of law. There
would need to be an explicit transfer of funds, by means of
intergovernmental transfer, to enable counties to take on
these extra responsibilities (see next section).
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Structure and responsibilities school level-as in the United States, partly because of
the power of the teachers' unions.

Within this chain of responsibility, we think that the
required level of flexibility and efficiency is best deliv- Increased efficiency
ered in a system in which responsibility for service deliv-
ery is decentralized to the lowest tier in the chain. Many In addition to providing greater flexibility, delegation to
OECD and other countries have been moving toward schools provides incentives to schools for using their
decentralizing education responsibilities. Under such an resources with greater efficiency. There are currently
arrangement, MOE would retain only those policy few such pressures in China. For example, by interna-
responsibilities that were strictly necessary at the tional standards, there would appear to be an excess of
national level; these would include, for example, setting nonteaching staff in China's schools, which use
the framework of responsibilities for the other tiers, resources that could be better spent in the classroom.
defining those aspects of the core curriculum needed at Under a delegated system, each school would determine
the national level and making adequate arrangements such matters for itself, with a development plan and a
for sufficient (and fair) intergovernmental transfers of budget, to show how it intended to make effective use
funds. of all of its resources.

In many countries, the principle of decentralization We think that China should start to move in the
is being extended to delegation of responsibilities to the direction of delegation to schools; it should not attempt
individual school (see OECD matrix in Annex 3 for to reach this position quickly as such development
details). In part this is because it is believed that the requires much analysis and careful planning. This will
school is in the best position to know what is most be a large, complicated and ongoing undertaking with
appropriate for its pupils, and in part because flexibility substantial efforts needed to train educational authori-
and efficiency are increased if schools have sufficient ties are all levels to take on these new responsibilities.
autonomy to be able to make their own changes. We suggest that developmental work should be under-
Several countries have transferred most of the manage- taken now with a view to identifying intermediate
rial responsibilities to the individual school, together stages toward delegation that would progressively yield
with a single block of funds for the school to use as it the benefits experienced elsewhere.
wishes-within a policy framework set by the county Such developmental work would need to consider
(or equivalent). arrangements to transfer money to schools and other

Such schemes are furthest developed in the legal changes that would be needed to enable school
Netherlands and the United Kingdom in which virtually committees or school principals to manage money.
all management responsibilities have been transferred Monitoring per-student spending would be needed, not
to the school, including decisions about how many least to ensure that equity was achieved and did not
teachers to employ, about hiring (and dismissing) teach- diminish over time (evidence from the United States
ers, about what other staff to employ and their pay, and shows that this can be a problem in decentralized sys-
about what other facilities to provide: Government tems). Again, we recognize that this will be a large and
responsibilities are then limited to broad policymaking difficult undertaking but one well worth the effort to
and to creating the right conditions for the provision of ensure the efficient use of scarce educational resources.
good-quality education. Many other countries are fol- The above concerns public schools, but there are also
lowing this direction too-for example, the recent private schools, the numbers of which can be expected
reform proposals in the Republic of Korea. The experi- to increase as parents seek greater choice. The growth
ence of decentralization shows that strong management of private schools-we are not referring to private
capacity is needed-both at the county level to under- funds being channeled to public schools-raises an
stand the concept of delegation, and at the school level important policy question for Government about the
to take on the new responsibilities. There are examples overall structure of the school system. The growth of
of countries where delegation has run into difficulties; private schools alongside a dominant public school sys-
for example, as a result of political pressures at the tem clearly increases choice for those parents who are
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able to pay, but it can also produce inequities, especially just as a path to higher education but because the econ-
if private schools are of higher quality than the public omy of the 21st century will find the higher-level skills
ones-as is often perceived to be the case. Of course more valuable than those obtained after nine years; and
such inequities exist within the public system despite third, we think that higher education should also be
efforts to reduce them (e.g., the United States has also expanded in any case; see Chapter 4.
not been able to overcome wide variations in per-pupil The target of nine year compulsory education for all
expenditure between different school districts). is seen as a way of reducing poverty and of helping eco-
Experiments with voucher systems have had little nomic growth, but, as we noted in Chapter 2, the policy
impact on this problem and often result only in the is being implemented at different speeds across the coun-
transfer of some public funds to private schools (e.g., as try, largely because the poorer provinces have greater
in Japan, the United Kingdom, Australia). needs but fewer resources. For example, by 1996, about

In addition to new private schools, the growth of pri- one-third of the counties had still not achieved the nine-
vatization' of senior-secondary schools, especially in year target and most of these were counties with low per-
urban areas, is also likely to increase social stratification capita income. But this is not the whole picture; there are
and accentuate differences in access based on income also differences in the quality of provision that result in
rather than, for instance, ability (e.g., as happens now differences in outcomes such as exam results, the rates of
to some extent in the United Kingdom). On a more progression from one level of education to the next and
practical level, in some urban areas, privatization the employment of graduates.
results in the state losing valuable assets, both person- There are thus inequalities of access, of funding, and
nel and physical infrastructure, without any assurance of quality as between provinces, counties, urban and
that the Government's earlier investment will be recov- rural areas, males and females, income groups, and eth-
ered. This loss of highly valuable assets needs better nic groups. Parents are keenly aware of the differences
control and oversight from the state. between schools (and of the implications for their chil-

The policy questions for Government are: what role dren's future) so they compete to enroll their children in
it wishes private schools including private kindergarten the best schools. This competition has negative implica-
to play in the education system; how any resulting neg- tions for children's study patterns-which is likely to
ative aspects of equity can be minimized; and how pri- increase with the growth of private schools. The results
vate schools can be regulated in order to ensure they are especially clear in higher education, in which there
provide at least a minimum education standard. We is a disproportionate number of children from higher
think that the Government needs to give more thought socioeconomic backgrounds and from urban areas.
and analysis to these issues involving private schools in Government leaders have voiced concerns about the
order to produce coherent and consistent policies. impact such inequalities might have on society-or

even the perception of such inequalities; they have
Levels of provision and funding referred to its contribution to social tension and possi-

bly to instability. To reduce inequalities in the provision
Nine years of compulsory education is a minimum tar- of education, we think the Government should define a
get for a middle-income economy. Most OECD coun- minimum level of provision for all children and should
tries provide around 12 years and we think that this then ensure that there is adequate funding for the pro-
should be the longer-term goal for China too. Some vision of this in order to overcome the disparity of needs
believe that moving to 12 years provision too quickly and of resources between richer and poorer areas across
might create social problems if the higher education sys- the whole country.
tem were not expanded to absorb the higher number of The current system of education financing relies
secondary school graduates. We think that this is a mis- heavily on local resources, and so the poorer areas have
placed concern for three reasons: first, 12 years of sec- great difficulty in finding enough resources even to pro-
ondary education is needed to introduce the educational vide the nine-year compulsory education. We have
competitiveness and flexibility needed for the 215' cen- argued above that the children in the poorer provinces
tury; second, 12 years is valuable in its own right-not should not have to wait for local economic growth to
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finance the basic nine-year level of education but should support for such reforms should be given in order to be
be assisted with a policy of investment through inter- able to put in place an effective financial transfer system.
governmental transfers. The lesson of the Russian experience is that China can-

While MOE in the current 9th five-year plan has ear- not wait for the full development of a robust tax system
marked 3.9 billion yuan to assist compulsory education to produce sufficient revenues for fiscal equalization and
in the poorer areas, it still requires matching funds from therefore must use, in the short to medium term, exist-
the provincial and county levels, which may be difficult ing national revenue sources.
for them to find; in any case the funds are small com- Hence, we think that the Government should:
pared with the financial needs of these areas. We think * substantially increase central and provincial ear-
that the central and provincial governments should sub- marked education funds to poor counties to ensure that
stantially increase the earmarked intergovernmental all the poor counties meet minimally adequate levels of
funds for compulsory education in the poorer counties, per-student spending in compulsory education (see
as part of the policy to achieve nine-year compulsory Annex 6 for an estimation of earmarked funds needed);
education throughout the country by 2010-or prefer- * improve the current scheme for the distribution and
ably earlier. As indicated earlier in this report, we believe use of earmarked funds, in particular by requiring a
this to be the first priority in education to be addressed reduction in the financial burden on poor households
by the Chinese Government. We develop this recom- and by ensuring the prompt payment of earmarked
mendation in more detail, including specific financial funds;
targets, in Annex 6. * after achieving universal nine-year compulsory edu-

This means there must be adequate funding mecha- cation, maintain the intergovernmental transfer scheme
nisms to ensure that sufficient funds are available at in order to promote 12-year basic education for all; and
each tier for the tasks which are the responsibility of * eventually establish a regularized intergovernmental
that tier. For instance, in the United Kingdom, over 70 grant system in education to provide assistance to poor
percent of school finance is provided by the central gov- areas, assure minimally adequate funding for all areas
ernment via local authorities. In the Republic of Korea and maintain regional disparities within a socially
the central government provides 85 percent of funding acceptable level.
for schools-through regional authorities-with the For particularly vulnerable groups, the Government
remaining 15 percent coming from local government could also design specific interventions, for example:
and parents. In the Netherlands, central governmental * programs designed to help disadvantaged students,
funds are paid directly to the school boards except for through early childhood education and accelerated
accommodation costs, which are paid by the local learning;
authority. In some other European countries, some of * the system of preferences in admissions to higher
the funds from central or regional government are paid education for disadvantaged groups; and
directly to schools (or paid to staff directly) and bypass * programs to ensure there is access to schools for all,
local authorities (e.g., Germany, France). regardless of income or background.

There may also be lessons from the Russian experi- Combining all the above structural changes with
ence. Since 1992, Russia has attempted to develop a fis- these funding changes, central government's role
cal equalization mechanism to help preserve a minimum would then be to provide education support to the
level of educational funding per student across its provinces and to concentrate on policies and financing
regions. These attempts have been relatively ineffective of education matters of national interest. For example,
because of the low level of funds available for redistrib- it would set the national core curriculum and a
ution; as a result many areas have been unable to meet national base level of per-student public spending for
the costs of basic education. For China, central funding primary education and for lower-secondary education
to achieve resource equalization will only work if the tax to guarantee the financing of the nine-year compulsory
collection system is strengthened and if national rev- education in all areas (allowing for the different costs
enues are increased. Although reform of the tax collec- of educational delivery and other needs such as special
tion system is outside the control of the MOE, strong education).
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Adding funds from its own resources to those it riculum design is influenced by economic and social
received from the national government, each province needs and not just by academic concerns. It will also be
would similarly provide support for primary and sec- important to recognize that the current curriculum con-
ondary education to its counties. Each provincial gov- tains many strong areas such as teaching foundation
ernment shouldguarantee a level ofper-student funding skills and balancing the new approaches with tradi-
("base" level) for all its counties, at least at primary and tional strengths.
secondary levels. It should also limit the differences in We think that the changes in content and method will
per-student public spending between counties through require different styles of teaching, for example through
equalization support and through capping expenditure discussions in the classroom rather than the teacher sim-
by high-spending counties. ply explaining facts: the challenge to teachers will be to

At the lowest tier, each county would be responsible find ways to help students learn how to learn. The nature
for planning, providing and funding primary and sec- of exams will need to change too, so that they are not sim-
ondary education using the support funds it received ply a test of students' knowledge of facts and of what the
from the province and adding its own funds (including teacher has said; they need to be a test of students' under-
those collected by the township level). Total public standing and of their ability to think for themselves.
resources in a county should be distributed among The policy responsibilities of each tier of government
schools by an equitable method. The boundaries and for curricula and exams must avoid conflicts of respon-
numbers of counties within a province may need to be sibility, and must ensure there is coherence and consis-
adjusted to enhance the effectiveness of educational tency between the tiers-for example, in setting
management. In some cases, it may be desirable and standards and targets and in ensuring that there are ade-
feasible that logical-size school districts may cross or quate quality assurance processes in each tier.
split county lines for the purposes of educational Experience in OECD countries varies (see the OECD
administration. matrix in Annex 3), although it is evident that the pre-

dominant trend is to decentralize decisions on curricu-

Curriculum lum, albeit within a national framework. Japan has a
national curriculum for all subjects at the elementary

As China approaches a market economy, the only cer- level (grades 1-6) and for core subjects in grades 7-9;
tainty about the curriculum and how it is taught is that these stipulate objectives, content and standard time
it will need to be constantly changing at all levels. allocation by grade; in contrast, the Republic of Korea
Changes at the school level will be needed both in the is intending to decentralize decisions on many aspects
nationally determined core and in the locally deter- of the curriculum. In Australia, each separate state is
mined parts. Both parts will need to put more emphasis responsible for decisions on curriculum, with schools
on basic skills and on general competencies, and reduce having considerable choice as to curriculum content
emphasis on job-specific requirements-not least within broad subject areas; there is now an effort to
because the future jobs will not be known. It may be develop a "National Curriculum Framework" to
appropriate for the local component to be more directly increase consistency between states, which is seen to
related to local needs in less developed areas. require a high level of investment to secure adequate

Other market economies have shown that the school cooperation. Strong local control of the curriculum
curriculum needs to put more emphasis on concepts occurs in Finland, which does not have a national cur-
such as problem-solving, teamwork, communication, riculum although curricular guidelines are issued by the
social and market skills and the practical applications of National Board of Education and local authorities
theory. These should not be seen as new disciplines to work with schools within this framework.
be added to the curriculum; they are different There is an important social dimension to the cur-
approaches to the concept of teaching in which students riculum too. Perhaps as a result of growing economic
really learn new skills rather than just learn knowledge. differentiation and shifting values, teachers have voiced
To develop such an approach to teaching will require concerns about the increasing personal, social and eco-
help from outside education in order to ensure that cur- nomic problems of their students. Some speak of a
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growing "selfishness" of students who are concerned for education achievements, for example the level of lit-
only with their own welfare and of the new social pres- eracy, enrollment levels in primary and secondary
sures on children; others have hinted at tension between schools, the proportion of the age cohort who success-
ethnic or class groups. The response has been to fully graduate from secondary school. The important
strengthen moral education, for example through point about output targets is that they are dependent
extracurricular activities with an emphasis on tradi- not only on the provision of resources but also on the
tional Chinese values, love of country, love of the Party, system performing well. Output indicators are impor-
and respect for the rule of law. Internationally there tant to gauge both the efficiency of schools in delivering
have been efforts by some professional educators to education to children and for local governments in sup-
establish a set of standards for civics education, which porting the education process. Unlike input targets,
the Government might find helpful to improve moral their use can positively encourage efficiency, for exam-
and civic education. ple by aiming at better outputs for the same level of

inputs. We think that more emphasis should be given to
Outputs and quality assurance output targets: each tier should set output performance

targets for the tier(s) below it and then measure achieve-
The setting of standards and targets must be the role of ments against them. The results should be known pub-
the tier(s) above the schools, it could be done at the licly, but should also be used to help identify those
county, province or national level (for different targets). aspects of the education system that need strengthening
Hitherto the emphasis has been on input standards, for with specific strategic funds.
example the target to have a fully qualified teaching At the level of the individual school, there are various
force, targets for pupil-teacher ratios, books, equip- ways of assessing output quality, for example, pupil
ment and curriculum coverage. Whether such input performance in exams can be an indicator of a school's
standards are met is mainly a function of whether suffi- performance, although it is better to use the concept of
cient resources are made available for them; in other "value added." But while quantitative output targets
words, the achievement of input targets is more a reflec- can give some indications of the quality of delivery, they
tion of the consistency of government funding rather will not be enough; there also needs to be a means for
than an indication of education performance. Such con- assuring the quality that is provided to the pupils within
sistency is not always present; for example, we have school. This requires quality assessment inspection
noted that the target of nine-year compulsory schooling teams who observe school processes in practice.
cannot be met in the poorer Provinces because inter- Applying the concept of "value added," the teams
governmental transfers are too small and require would judge a school's success by its ability to raise
matching local funds. pupil achievement over a given period of time with a

Using inputs as an indicator of quality (for example given amount of resources rather than more simply
expenditure levels per pupil) has other problems too: it judging success by the student achievement scores at the
may stop attempts to increase the efficiency of using end of the period.2

resources. Many OECD countries try to reduce expen- In addition to assessment mechanisms at the level of
diture per pupil as a way of encouraging greater effi- the individual school, we suggest that all tiers of gov-
ciency-rather than increase such expenditure as an ernment should be subject to a process of quality audit.
indication of improved quality. The concept of effi- The province should check that each of its counties has
ciency has not been well developed in China, partly a means of assessing the quality (and the efficiency) of
because of the use of input measures for quality. We the schools within its responsibility. A quality audit
think that pressures for efficiency are urgently needed to means that the province would check the quality assur-
ensure that public resources are used as efficiently and ance processes of the county, not what the county itself
effectively as possible; we suggest this should be a mat- does. Similarly, the state should establish quality audit
ter for further study. mechanisms for the provinces.

More generally, we think that, alongside some input There is a variety of experiences of other countries on
standards, it will be important to develop output targets quality assurance (see OECD and transition economies
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matrices). In the Republic of Korea, local education teachers, are weak. Given the changes needed in both

boards are responsible for quality assurance, although content and style in primary and secondary schools, we

the results are not made public (yet); there are also plans think that a major program to retrain teacbers will be

for an evaluation system with its results linked to fund- needed-and quickly. Funding such a program will be

ing, although there is a danger that it would be the largely a provincial and county responsibility, but we
schools with less able students that might be penalized. suggest that the national government should fund spe-

The United Kingdom has a concept of "whole school" cialized training for defined national needs.

inspections every 4-5 years, which can lead to the iden-

tification of "failing" schools. The too rapid decentral- Notes
ization of the Hungarian education system has lost the
nation-wide quality assessment system, which has led 1. In this context "privatization" means movement toward access to

quality senior-secondary education based on ability to pay higher
to serious concerns about equity and the comparative tuition rather than access to schools closest to where they live, the

performance of schools. increased private management of government-supported schools,
For schools to deliver improved standards, the quality schools enabling, for example, the hiring of superior teachers by offer-

ing substantially higher salaries, etc.
of teachers is crucial, requiring professional development 2. For example, when comparing two schools and the "value added"

and sometimes retraining-as well as improvement to provided by the schools, a school that raised the test scores of its
the working conditions of rural teachers. The current poorly prepared entrants a greater amount than schools that took in

bright well-prepared students whose scores changed only marginally
mechanisms for upgrading teachers, including minban would bejudged to provide greater "value added."
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Strategies for Higher
Education

a #e think that the policy responsibilities for
higher education should be held at the national

level by MOE, at the province level by the provincial (or
municipal) education commission and at the level of the indi-
vidual higher education institution. Public universities should
belong either to MOE, if they are national universities, or to
the relevant provincial or municipal authority. We suggest that
all line ministry higher education institutions should be trans-
ferred to the provincial education commission, including the

current "motherless" institutions. The levels of funding these
institutions had previously received should also be transferred
to the provinces to enable the provinces to fund their new
responsibilities. This funding transfer would probably need to
be made at the national level.

Structure and responsibilities

For issues of strategic importance, the state would set the
overall framework, for example policies on the overall size
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and shape of the system, on some aspects of the cur- The third purpose of the plans would be to ensure
riculum, and on arrangements for cross-province move- that each province had developed objective criteria for
ments of students. The state would also retain such changes, had mechanisms to process them, and
responsibility for administering the nationwide 211 had the means to implement them. This would help
Project. The main policy roles for each province would clarify the distinction between institutions of higher
be to interpret and implement state policies and to education at the national level that would provide a
develop policies and plans for its circumstances. In par- national focus and provincial institutions that would
ticular, we suggest that each province should produce have a more provincial or local orientation. We propose
an overall strategic plan to rationalize the structure of that MOE should request each province to develop
its higher eduication. such strategic plans. MOE approval of a province's

Such strategic plans would have three purposes. First, strategy could bring some additional state funding to
there are many institutions, especially those that would help the province implement the strategy. As a step
have previously belonged to line ministries (or still do), towards this, we suggest that one province be selected
that are too narrowly specialized and too small; few of as a pilot to develop such a strategic plan, perhaps with
them are appropriate for the future-although there external assistance.
may be a need for a few very specialized ones if they are The above has been concerned with public sector
of high enough quality (e.g., for Defense). higher education, and China's higher education system

The need for a greater breadth of provision of edu- has, until recently, been the exclusive concern of the
cation (see below) means that merging small institu- public sector-like in most other countries. But there is
tions in similar fields will rarely be appropriate. It a growing international trend for countries to enable, or
would be better to build on and broaden the stronger even encourage, private sector provision of higher edu-
ones by adding subjects close to their current spe- cation. We refer to the private ownership of institutions
cialty, in steps toward expanding them to a more rather than to the private funding of publicly owned
comprehensive or multi-discipline university. For the institutions. (Either public or private funds can be used
less strong institutions, mergers in complementary to fund either type of institution; for example, universi-
fields might be appropriate-again as a step to ties in the United Kingdom are, in effect, private uni-
expanding them toward a comprehensive or multi- versities that are nevertheless predominantly publicly
discipline universities. Each of these approaches was funded.)
successfully adopted by Japan after the second World Many countries are facing difficult policy questions
War as it developed its system away from narrowly about the role and relative size of privately owned
specialized institutions. Weak institutions could higher education, including the question of how to dis-
either be merged with strong ones in their own field tinguish public from private provision in ways that jus-
or they could be closed. Each province's plan should tify public funds being used to support one and not the
analyze all these options and produce a plan as a other. Several countries have found themselves facing
result, once the line ministry universities have been policy and funding tensions as a result of not adequately
transferred to them. considering this question before encouraging private

The second purpose for the provincial strategic provision of higher education. The issue does not arise
plans would be to reduce the fragmentation and over- in countries where the two types of provision have
lap between the different types of institutions. For grown side by side over many years-for example, as in
example, separate adult education institutions, "nor- the United States.
mal" universities and self-taught provision all sit It is not sufficient simply to view private institutions
alongside more standard higher education provision. as being able to absorb excess demand for higher edu-
These institutions could be developed or extended to cation, as this raises questions about which types of
become more like comprehensive or multidiscipline demand are to count as the "excess." A second point is
universities or, for the weaker ones, merged with other that, if there is an ability and willingness from students
institutions or closed. The provincial plans would (or parents) to pay, whether such private funds should
address this issue. be encouraged into helping to improve and expand the
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public system. We think that the policy toward private To increase further the efficiency of universities, and
higher education requires urgent analysis and more to enable them to focus better on their educational
thought; the current approach will not meet the needs tasks, we think that HEIs should cease to manage (and
of the emerging economy. An earlier Bank study, China: to subsidize) staff housing, catering, institution owned
Higher Education Reform' has useful comparative data schools and health centers-and in the long run perhaps
and recommendations that should be taken into con- student accommodation too. We recognize that these
sideration when the analysis is undertaken. responsibilities are part of a wider pattern of social

arrangements in China, but in other economies in tran-

Institutional management and sition, such responsibilities are being gradually trans-
increasing efficiency ferred either to the municipal authority or to the private

sector. We think higher education institutions should
Greater managerial, financial and pedagogical auton- have such responsibilities lifted from them (with the
omy at the institutional level helps increase responsive- appropriate transfers of public funding).
ness to markets and hence increases the value of We suggest that there is also scope for yet further effi-
institutions to the society and to the economy. It is also ciency gains as a result of simplifying many of the admin-
an effective way to increase the efficiency within the sys- istrative procedures in higher education institutions.
tem, and hence provides the opportunity to increase the "Process reengineering" studies to identify the scope for
number of students in an institution with little increase such efficiency gains in United Kingdom and United
in costs. We suggest that higher education institutions States universities have typically identified savings of 10-
(HEIs) should operate with a greater degree of auton- 15 percent on running costs. With increased freedom to
omy. However, increased autonomy can only be effec- change administrative processes, the scope for savings in
tive if the financial and educational management many Chinese institutions should exceed these levels. We
capacity is assured. We recommend that substantially suspect that there are other institution expenditures that
increased attention be given to increasing this capacity could also be reduced to make savings, simply because
within all HEIs. such costs are not well-controlled at present-because

Such managerial autonomy would mean that a uni- there is no incentive to do so; examples include the costs
versity would be able to: of the consumption of water and electricity.
* determine its own student numbers-as long as it To manage universities in the above manner will
recruited a defined minimum in exchange for the public require a very different form of management from the
funds it received; present one-in almost all institutions. Changes will
* decide the numbers and grades of staff it employed- include:
both academic and nonacademic and make decisions * the need for the rector and senior managers to be
about hiring and firing staff; and able to make decisions about how the institution's
* decide which degrees to stop and which to start with- resources are to be used;
out prior authorization-but subject to the proposed * the need for the management to know the true costs
quality assessment processes. of their activities in order to know what "full cost"

We would also expect to see public universities gen- really means;
erate an increasing proportion of their funds from pri- * the need to pay attention to external markets-stu-
vate sources, for example from entrepreneurial dents, labor markets and other potential "customers"
activities such as short courses at full cost, full-cost * the need to prevent abuse of the university's facilities
research and consultancy, and from rental income for activities that are inappropriate for a university to
from their physical facilities (e.g., for conferences). undertake; and
Although this can be expected to accelerate in the * the need to prevent abuse of their time by staff who
future, universities should develop professional man- undertake "private" work to an extent that interferes
agement capacity in order that the goals of education, with their teaching and other duties.
training and research are not subjugated to the goals Some Chinese universities are experimenting with
of financial profit. external Boards of Trustees to help provide overall pol-
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icy guidance for the institution. We think that these Volume and funding
experiments should be strengthened and accelerated.
The institutions should ensure that the Board of In China, the gross enrollment rate for higher educa-
Trustees consists mainly of people from outside the tion institutions is only 9.07 percent (which includes

institution, drawn from the wider community that the adult education, self-study and graduate equivalent).

institution serves. This is one of the lowest percentages in the world and

These and other managerial changes (e.g., a staff even the current MOE proposal to increase this rate by

appraisal system for accountability and promotion, 50 percent in six years will still leave China behind

and a management information system) should be many other nations. (See Figure 2, which shows the

made in parallel with giving increased autonomy to ratio of tertiary-level graduates to the population for
institutions. A key aspect to the exercising of success- China and various other countries in 1996.) Given

ful autonomy will be the means by which funds are China's aims to be a middle-income country, we think
allocated to the institution and the flexibility allowed that this level is still too low.

to management in being able to use those funds as it More graduates will be needed to improve the pro-

thinks appropriate. The quality assurance process ductivity and quality of labor. It is quality that will sup-
and post hoc audits should ensure that public funds ply much of a country's competitive edge for

are not misused. development in the 215t century. We think that the state

Ratio of tertiary graduates to the population at the typical age of graduation
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should set higher national targets for participation rates The high levels of graduate unemployment in the late
in higher education for young people-and should also 1 980s can be attributed, at least in part, to the absence
set targets for those returning to higher education for of such a market for labor. The danger of a return to
lifelong learning. When producing their strategies, the those unemployment levels would be significantly less if
provinces should show how they will contribute to these a labor market for graduates were allowed to operate.
national growth targets, for example by encouraging For such a market, prospective graduates need to
high quality institutions to increase their enrollments. understand what is meant by a market for labor and

We think that expanding the system of higher educa- what it implies for them and for their expectations. A
tion is an important priority. The first step would be to career guidance and advisory service available to stu-
expand the enrollment quotas for the maximum num- dents at the end of their secondary education and again
ber of students that the better institutions could enroll at the end of their higher education would help provide
with government support. In fact, the quota system this information.
could be used to require such expansion (without extra These three policy changes would clear the way for
cost; see below). As China begins to increase enroll- expansion of public higher education; we believe that a
ments we recommend that they monitor the composi- considerable expansion of public higher education
tion of incoming classes of university students to could be achieved at substantially lower cost simply by
ensure that access for poor students is supported and increasing the efficiency with which higher education is
the gender balance is maintained.2 provided. Most of higher education's resources seem

To enable such an expansion to happen will require underused, including academic and nonacademic staff,
three policy changes. First, the definition of quality buildings and equipment. Such spare capacity provides
needs to change to a concern about processes and out- an almost cost-free way of expanding public provision
puts rather than quantitative inputs. The use of input with little threat to quality-as long as quality is judged
definitions means that an expansion in student numbers on processes and outputs and not on inputs. Making
would need to be accompanied by an equivalent increase better use of academic and other staff by increasing stu-
in inputs, which is unnecessarily expensive and, in any dent numbers, even if some extra pay were needed,
case, is no guarantee of quality; see next section. would be a better use of such staff than that they take

Second, the policy that all young people in higher edu- on unskilled jobs to fill their time (and so increase their
cation must be resident in university accommodation pay)-as sometimes happens now. We think that the
would need to be changed; the expense of this policy also potential for such cost-free growth could be as high as
restricts expansion. Such a policy is not necessary for 50 percent in some institutions.
pedagogical reasons as there is no such requirement for We think there is also scope for further expansion at
mature students in the adult education programs-and limited cost from the substantial efficiency gains that
virtually no other country operates such a policy. For stu- could be achieved by rationalizing institutions that are
dent accommodation, at least in urban areas, some stu- small and specialized-as part of a provincial strategy.
dents could live at home while studying, and a rental Institutions need to recognize that efficiency gains from
market could be encouraged for some others. mergers usually require a reduction in the number of

The third policy change concerns the occupational staff, with all the difficulties associated with redundan-
classification system with its rigidities about the qualifi- cies. The above efficiency points should form part of the
cations that are needed for each job-even if other skills analysis in each province's strategic plan; these points
or qualifications would be equally appropriate. This not should be explored within the pilot we have suggested
only inhibits expansion of the system, but also encour- in the previous section.
ages students to have inappropriate expectations about We think that the mechanisms for funding individual
their jobs-for example, reinforcing their (incorrect) institutions, as well as those for student support, need to
perceptions of the status of jobs in service industries be reconsidered. A key principle for public funding is
(and in the poorer provinces). We have discussed the that it does not need to be restricted to public institu-
need for a more real labor market in more detail in tions. The funding mechanism should be arranged to
Chapter 1. encourage increased efficiency-as long as there are ade-
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quate safeguards on quality-and should also encour- Even with fewer categories of disciplines, students
age expansion of the system where this can be done at a should still be able to follow mixed courses across (the
low marginal cost. The way in which public funds are new) discipline boundaries. The flexibility needed to do
allocated to each individual institution should provide it this would be much greater than is available at present:
with a high degree of autonomy in the use of those it should be possible, for example, for an ordinary stu-
funds-both managerial and pedagogical. This would dent to undertake a mixture of courses in physics, busi-
enable the institution to be flexible and to respond to ness studies and English. At present this is extremely
local needs, markets and changes while also allowing it difficult.
to make efficiency gains and to keep the benefit of them. Chinese universities will also have to offer an increas-

For charges to individual students, we think that any ing array of courses that more effectively exploit tech-
loan orgrant system for students should be primarily the nology in order to deliver education in the 215' century.
responsibility of the province (and not of the individual This will be critical not only in the use of technology to
institution). Income contingent repayment systems for increase efficiency in the teaching and research, but also
such loans are superior to any other. Australia's recent in distance education so that expensive university
experience with their income-contingent repayment sys- resources, of personnel and services, can be shared over
tem would be a useful model for China to study a wider study body and geographical area.
although it is dependent on a sophisticated and equi- The above has been concerned with initial qualifica-
table taxation system, which does not yet exist in China. tions, but the changes of the 21st century will also

require people to return to study in order to update and

Curriculum and quality assurance refresh their qualifications, and sometimes to retrain
completely. The provision of various forms of life-long

As for schools, there will need to be major changes in learning are likely to become a major part of the higher
the content of higher education; in particular we think education system. At present, there is little such provi-
that there is a need for greater breadth and more flexi- sion nor do the funding mechanisms encourage it. This
bility in the curriculum. Recently announced reforms in will need to change, either through changes in the fund-
the disciplines structure indicate that progress is being ing mechanisms or through arrangements that enable
made in this area, but we encourage individual institu- individuals to arrange, and perhaps pay for, their own
tions to accelerate the implementation of these reforms continuing development.
on their own campuses. This change would mean that We suggest that the province has two major roles in
various ministries would no longer certify courses (e.g., quality assurance: to ensure that there sufficient checks
the Ministry of Finance for accountancy qualifications); that what is being offered in higher education is of ade-
the change should be made at the same time as the quate quality and to ensure that public funds are being
changes we have already proposed for the occupation spent in an efficient and effective manner.
classification system. As we noted above, quality assurance is currently

With fewer and broader categories of discipline, it will exercised by reference to levels of inputs, for example by
be easier for institutions to develop more market-focused applying quotas to the number of students able to attend
courses. We emphasize that it is at least as important to each institution as a way of maintaining fixed staff-stu-
develop new-market oriented approaches to existing dent ratios and floor space per student. There are two
courses as it is to develop specifically market oriented fundamental problems with this approach. First, it pro-
courses: it is as important to adapt a physics course to vides no guarantee of quality-it is not the level of inputs
include a market-facing tone as it is to develop a new but how they are used that makes the quality difference
course in, say, public relations. Now that most universi- to students' learning experiences. Second, it prevents the
ties no longer need prior approval for new courses, ade- search for increased efficiency through trying to make
quate quality assurance mechanisms at the institution better use of inputs, for example, by increasing the num-
level, as well as at the province level (see below), will be ber of students per staff member. Box 3 illustrates a num-
increasingly necessary to make sure of the quality of any ber of quality assurance mechanisms used in several
new course. OECD countries.
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BOX 3

OECD country quality assurance mechanisms

United States: There are no nationwide mechanisms in place. Australia: Research programs are evaluated by the funding bod-
Private regional accrediting bodies are the principal evaluators ies (e.g., Australian Research Council), often with reference to
of academic quality; most professions (e.g., law) also have their overseas academics to ensure that Australian institutions keep in
own accrediting bodies. Many institutions also undertake peri- line with good international standards. Professional bodies are
odic peer reviews made up of visiting faculty from comparable also becoming increasingly involved in the approval of degree pro-
institutions. Competition for research funding at the federal and grams. The Higher Education Council has introduced a number of
state levels promotes quality in research. States are increasingly initiatives to promote quality since 1992 including a fund of A$75
using output measures in funding to reward quality and million to reward institutions for effective practice in quality
effectiveness. assurance. In 1996, the Government announced a new approach
Japan: New programs and institutions are subject to approval to quality with the introduction of a nationwide quality assess-
from the Ministry. There are no formal systems of accreditation or ment process and the establishment of a new agency.
performance review for established programs or organizations. The Republic of Korea: Very similar to Japan but without the reforms.
University Council has initiated a number of reforms since the There is discussion about some more regular and rigorous accred-
early 1990s including the promotion of self-evaluation; 60 percent itation system.
of universities now publish their results. Netherlands: All HEIs are subject to a review of teaching and
United Kingdom: All HEls are subject to assessment of research research every 6-7 years by visiting committees. The Inspectorate
and teaching quality once every 4-5 years. Research funding is of Education reviews the assessments and the institutional
closely tied to the outcomes of the research assessments; a pro- response. The Ministry may decide to close a department that has
portion of funding for teaching will be allocated on the basis of beenjudged to be performing badly. There is no formal accredita-
quality audits in the future, The sector is also considering the tion system for courses in universities; higher professional educa-
establishment of a professional body to safeguard standards in tion colleges (HBOs) have begun to experiment with the
university teaching. accreditation of professional programs by professional bodies.

We propose a change to a process-based approach commissioned projects should be arranged to allow
for assessing quality that would require greater use of researchers to develop expertise in specific areas of science
peer review judgments about the teaching process. The and technology at their own speed. Researchers also need
organization undertaking the inspection process should to develop an understanding of the dangers both of over
be independent both of the province and of the institu- reliance on industry-sponsored work and, on the other
tions themselves. The results of any quality assessment hand, of leading a sheltered academic life with limited
process should normally be made public, both to pro- involvement with the real economy.
vide accountability for the use of public funds, and also Chinese universities are facing pressures to do
to provide information about the institution's quality to research with a view to financial gain-both for the uni-
prospective students and to employers. A similar, or versity and for the individual. These pressures have, in
even the same, organization might also be appropriate some cases, distorted the fundamental role of the uni-
to accredit private providers and to determine the clas- versity, which is to provide education and training while
sification of (e.g., senior-secondary schools) institutions supporting research. The hunger for income can place
within a regulatory framework. educational goals in a secondary position to greater

goals of income generation. High levels of contract

Role of research research can increase such pressures for income genera-
tion, diverting laboratory resources away from educa-

About 15 percent of China's research is conducted in uni- tional and training activities. We therefore recommend
versities, sinilar to that in major OECD countries. that universities create guidelines that establish a pru-
Privatizing the laboratories of the Chinese Academy of dent balance between contract funding and grants
Sciences (CAS) and those of most line ministries could which universities receive from government bodies.
mean that some research resources could be transferred to One development that could assist the incorporation
universities. There is also a good possibility of more of academic science into work for industrial contracts
research funding coming from industry, although industry- would be a form of research grant that provided public
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funds to match those provided by industry. This would institution and that those that currently have such
allow an industry-funded project to be expanded into a companies should sell them in the next 10-15 years,
more comprehensive (and perhaps more academic) either to the present principals or to outside corpora-
study-with the possibility of eventual publication. tions. We recognize that progress in this direction will
Such grants have been used extensively in some OECD require the development of stronger intellectual prop-
countries with positive results. erty rights (IPR) legislation and control. Without a

For several years, Chinese universities have created robust IPR regime, universities will be reluctant to
new businesses to generate revenue from their research share the fruits of their research with industry because
and similar activities. Some of these have been very they are unlikely to benefit financially from such trans-
successful, others less so. Increasing market competi- fers of research results to the market.
tion will test the viability of these businesses and in
many cases will show that they are really liabilities Notes
rather than assets. We think the individual investiga-
tor should develop hislher own relationships with the 1. World Bank, China: Higher Education Reform, 1997, p. 41-64

2. In research for the policy note by Bejing Normal University, it was
market and that the university should simply collect evident that the percentage of rural college entrants from peasant

whatever royalties it negotiates. We suggest that uni- family backgrounds has been decreasing over the last five years.

versities should, generally, no longer form a new com- institutions also seems to be decl ntrantsX into the manst competitive
pany for each new technological development in their Survey Report on the Fairness of Higher Education," 1998.
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Strategies for Vocational
Education and Training

_ o develop the future of a socialist market
economy, the VET system will need to produce peo-

ple who are versatile and adaptable, and who are able to
make informed choices about their future jobs. The VET sys-
tem must help provide the flexibility to underpin the growth
and diversification of the economy-not least that of the ser-
vice sector. (Table 2 shows the evolving structure of sample
economies and the resulting changes in the labor market
skills mix.) The curriculum and how it is taught should pro-
mote these ends. The need for greater flexibility also means
that students should take greater responsibility for their own
VET, including choosing what to study and where.

Labor market context

At present, MOE and MOLSS are responding to these chal-
lenges by providing more skills training, especially in the
rural areas. The guiding intentions behind current develop-
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TABLE 2
Distribution of gross domestic product
(percent)

Agriculture Industry Manufacturing_ Services
1980 1994 1980 1994 1980 1994 1980 1994

China 30 21 49 47 41 37 21 32
Hong Kong, China 1 0 31 18 23 11 68 82
Singapore 1 0 38 36 29 27 61 64
Indonesia 24 17 42 41 13 24 34 42
Philippines 25 22 39 33 26 23 36 45
Korea, Rep. of 15 7 40 43 29 29 45 50
Malaysia 22 14 38 43 21 32 40 42
Thailand 23 10 29 39 22 29 48 50
Japan 4 2 42 40 29 27 54 58
Australia 5 3 36 30 19 15 58 67
Argentina 6 5 41 30 29 20 52 65
France 4 2 34 28 24 20 62 70

a Because manufacturing is generally the most dynamic part of the industrial sector, its share is shown separately.
Source: World Development Report 1996.

ments are to establish a well-coordinated VET system, of iob categories is also under way in China. We strongly
to increase the proportion of secondary school students encourage this job categories reduction process and rec-
in vocational education to 60 percent, to encourage stu- ommend that the pace of implementation be accelerated.
dents to acquire proficiency in more than one skill area, The skill groupings emerging in the growing service

and to encourage institutions to develop short-cycle sector should be evaluated and used to test the effec-
training programs and employment assistance services. tiveness of the existing structure of qualifications. This

As we noted in Chapter 1, a prior condition for a suc- should be complemented by a similar analysis of the
cessful education system is that there should be a labor skill groupings in organizations regarded as the most

market to which it can respond. This is especially true productive in their industry. It might be that reclassifi-

for the VET component. We have noted that a labor cation can initially be carried out most easily in areas
market needs wage differentials to provide incentives to with rapidly developing new skill areas such as the ser-
individuals to seek training, it needs to encourage geo- vice sector.
graphical and job mobility and it needs to avoid rigid

job classifications. At the moment, these are weakly Structure and responsibilities
developed in China.

We also noted in Chapter 1 that there is a need to The current division of responsibilities for VET is split
streamline the job classification system with its associ- between MOE, MOLSS and various line ministries; this

ated specific qualifications. The current focus on narrow makes strategic planning, resource allocation and pri-
ranges of skills produces narrowly skilled people-often ority setting very difficult. We think that there should be

for jobs that no longer exist-as opposed to people with a single national body responsible for setting the main
the skill combinations required in a market-oriented policy directions for vocational education and training.
economy-particularly for the service sector. We are Its responsibilities should be to set priorities for invest-

aware that the number of occupations has already been ment across provinces and between industry sectors.
reduced from 4,800 to 3,700, and is currently being An early task for this body would be to conduct a

reduced to 1850. Most OECD countries have about 10- national audit of VET investment and its distribution

20 job categories; Eastern Europe and Russia have made across industrial sectors. This would provide informa-
considerable progress in reducing their numbers of clas- tion about any need to allocate additional investment to

sifications (e.g., Russia reduced theirs from 1,250 to growing sectors of employment and/or to reduce it in
about 250 and is planning to move to 100). Recent declining sectors. Such a body could also rationalize the
MOLSS announcements indicate that such a reduction cumbersome process of dual certification (covering skills
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and education separately) so that they came under the Curriculum structure
one body. Both the New Zealand Qualification
Authority and the South African Qualification Authority The VET delivery system needs to provide opportuni-
(a model based on those of several other countries) is ties for trainees to learn by doing and to combine work
such a single policy body; we suggest each would be wor- with training. The system should encourage lifelong
thy of study. learning and so should have a structure that would

At the delivery level, there would seem to be little dif- enable this to happen through the working life: VET
ference in the services provided by the Secondary training cannot, in a market economy, be delivered just
Technical Schools (STS), the Senior Vocational Schools once at the start of a person's career. In this context, we
(SVS) and the Skilled Workers Schools (SWS). Their dif- doubt that the current intention of upper-secondary
ferences derive primarily from the line ministries to schools being 60 percent focused on VET will be appro-
whom they have been responsible and which have pro- priate for the 211t century. Such an arrangement will not
vided both the budget inputs and the system of job address the current problems of narrow skills training.
placements. In addition to forming the above single In no other country is so much of the upper-secondary
national body, we think that the idea of unifying the provision in VET (see OECD matrix). For example, only
management of VET provision at the provincial level is 24 percent of the United Kingdom's upper secondary stu-
also worth considering. dents attend vocational schools-and even then only

Many of the current regulations for VET providers around half of the teaching hours are in vocational sub-
do not encourage efficiency and sometimes even pro- jects. In France, approximately 30 percent of the pupils
mote the under utilization of fixed and human in upper-secondary schools specialize in vocational sub-
resources. As for the other sectors, we think that greater jects. In Australia, there are now no "stand-alone" VET
managerial autonomy for providers would help address secondary schools, although a few senior-secondary
this problem, perhaps even more so than for schools or schools are developing a stronger focus on VET.
higher education as the VET market changes the fastest. In fact the trend in most OECD countries is very dif-
Only with the flexibility that such autonomy offers can ferent from that currently being developed for China;
VET institutions establish the relationships with their most are seeking to develop a strong general secondary
markets that are needed to enable them to adjust both education system to provide a broad base for lifelong
the courses they offer and the personnel they use to learning, and to move specialized VET education into
teach them. post-secondary schools or to on-the-job training pro-

As the economy becomes more sophisticated and grams. The goal is to provide secondary students with
the private sector assumes a more important economic core skills that will enable them to adapt and flourish in
role, private sector initiatives can be expected to an ever-changing labor market, rather than to try to
develop to support market-oriented training systems. provide them with more specific skills. Core skills
Eventually, the Government may be able to leave include both the "hard skills" of basic numeracy, liter-
much of the training provision to the market, while acy, problem solving and, increasingly, the ability to use
assuming a strategic steering role designed to reduce computers, as well as the "soft skills" of the ability to
market failures, to improve efficiency and to promote work in groups, to be able to communicate effectively
investment. and to have positive attitudes to work.

In Russia, the federal government has been reducing An approach that develops this broader approach to
its contributions to the funding of vocational schools, skills and knowledge in secondary VET institutions
which has led to interesting experiments with joint pub- shifts some of the responsibility for specific skill training
lic-private provision of training. The steps toward a on to the individual and to enterprises and employers.
market economy has reduced the importance of the tra- This increases the need for individuals to make their
ditional public provision of training; as a result, new own decisions about the training they receive; it also
information technologies are now being used to bring moves the skill training closer to the needs of the market.
together the world of production and the world of just- We suggest that, over the next 20 years, the propor-
in-time learning and training. tion of separate VET secondary schools be reduced sub-
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stantially according to local conditions. Additionally, we The progressive transfer of VET provision to the

suggest that the VET curriculum content in comprehen- post-secondary level will mean that increasing responsi-

sive, general and diversified secondary schools be bility for choosing a career path will rest with the indi-

reduced over the longrun with the parallel development vidual student. The VET system needs to respond to thi s.

of two-year post-secondary vocational provision Over time, we would expect providers to place increased
instead. We suggest that plans to reduce this early VET reliance on the individual paying for at least part of their

provision might begin in fast-growing and fast-changing training. However, we think that increases in student

urban areas. In other areas, we suggest strengthening the fees should start at the tertiary level as it is from that level

basic subjects (language and mathematics) in the cur- where the individual is most likely to benefit personally.
riculum of vocational-technical schools and substan- One of the implications of providing more broadly

tially reducing the proportion of upper-secondary based curricula at the secondary level, coupled with

students enrolled in these schools. These strategies more vocationally specific training at the post-
should form part of each Province's strategic plans for secondary level, is that the larger employers will need to

education and training-mentioned above in Chapter 4. develop training plans for their employees. Job-specific

Because students will increasingly need skills that skills training, as has become the case in almost all

have to be delivered at the post-secondary level, it will OECD countries, will increasingly be seen as the

also be important to introduce ladders for students to responsibility of the individual firm, building on the

be able to move from the vocational stream to thie aca- foundation skills provided by the education system.

demic one at various points. Such flexibility will be crit- In many countries, such plans are already required:
ical as the job demands of the 215' century will for example, Korean firms with over 100 employees are

increasingly need higher-level skills. Thus the above already required to spend at least 2 percent of their

changes should be complemented by the further devel- wage bill on training and France requires all enterprises

opment of higher-level vocational provision, which employing more than ten people to allocate 1.5 percent

should be built on some of the current adult higher edu- of their wage costs to VET and a further 5 percent to

cation institutions. Caution should be exercised in this apprenticeships. The current guideline in China that 1.5

process so as not to develop a post secondary system percent of the wage bill should be allocated to training,

that is meant only for the current graduates of VET sec- both within and outside the enterprise, could be made

ondary schools. VET graduates should have equal law to ensure that those resources were available for

access to all types of tertiary education. skill training.
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Implementation

ost of what has been contained so far in this com-
prehensive policy note has been concerned with

the shape of the system at least 5-10 years from now and in
some cases longer. There are some actions that can be taken
quickly that are consistent with the longer term picture. The
Ministry of Education should:

Request each province to develop a strategic plan to ratio-
nalize the structure of higher education in that province. All
plans should deal specifically with the issues of institutions
that are too narrowly specialized and too small; reduce the
fragmentation and overlap between different types of institu-
tion; and ensure that each province develops objective crite-
ria for such changes, has mechanisms to process them and
has the means to implement them.
* Identify the inefficiencies in the education system and make
the necessary changes so that resources can be used more wisely
and effectively. Accurate and sharp output indicators should be
the developed to monitor the establishment of the efficiencies.
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* Increase the earmarked grants for nine-year compul- increase efficiency of the higher education system and
sory education. These intergovernmental transfers, unleash the creative forces in the universities.
from the national to the provincial and county levels, * Set up a high tech advisory panel to advise the MOE
and within provinces, municipalities and counties, help on developments,in the fast-moving knowledge econ-
equalize the access of quality education for poor chil- omy, especially in the areas of science, technology and
dren in both rural and urban areas. informatics. This panel could well include prominent
* Publish school inspection reports and extend the members of the international academic community.
inspection system. In order to make the education sys- * Reverse the policy on the 60 percent target for VTE
tem more transparent and increase the accountability of at the senior-secondary level. Senior-secondary pro-
the education policymakers, the school inspection sys- grams should focus on providing high-quality compre-
tem should be strengthened and the results of their hensive skills, which will increasingly provide the base
work be made public. This will help administrators to for technical skill development at the post-secondary
target resources on schools that need assistance, parents levels.
to choose schools with a better understanding of what * Accelerate the current reform of the job classification
the likely educational outcome may be for their children system. As outlined in earlier sections of this paper, this
and students in choosing institutions of higher educa- highly detailed and minutely differentiated system is a
tion or training institutions. vestige of the planning system, which is no longer use-
* Use university quotas for recruitment to increase ful in a market economy where flexibility and adapt-
enrollments: Granting more autonomy to institutions ability are qualities employers are looking for and a
of higher education, especially the first-rate public insti- worker can expect to have multiple jobs with differing
tutions, to increase enrollments and determine the cur- skill needs over a lifetime of work.
ricula that these new students can choose to follow, * Establish task forces to take forward the ideas in this
while holding university costs relatively steady, will paper.
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ANNEX 1: DISPARITIES IN PRIMARY AND LOWER-
SECONDARY EDUCATION IN CHINA

This annex summarizes the findings of a study' of disparities in primary and lower-secondary
education among counties in China. The study employed a representative sample of 511 counties,
with educational and financial data provided by the Ministry of Education, China. The objective
was to document educational disparities in 1997 (the most recent year for which data are
available) and how they had changed since 1994. Information was available for nationally
designated poor counties and nonpoor counties, rural counties and urban counties, as well as
minority counties and nonminority counties. Disparities were assessed in terms of per-student
recurrent expenditure and other measures of educational development, with county as the unit of
analysis. The study did not examine disparities within counties.

Dispairities in Terms of Per- TABLE 1.1: DISPARITIES IN PER-STUDENT RECURRENT

Student Recurrent Expenditure EXPENDITURE, 1994 AND 1997

T able 1 .1 shows that per- 1994 1997
student recurrent expenditure Per-student recurrent expenditure
(PSRE) of nationally designated (yuan/student)
poor counties was significantly Primary Education:
lower than that for the national National sample 293.8 438.0
sample, at both the primary and Poor counties 239.8 359.8
lower-secondary levels. In primary Lower-Secondary Education:

ed,n tNational sample 543.9 718.4
education, the ratio of PSRE Poor counties 457.4 622.9
between the two sets of counties Gini Coefficient for Distribution of
was basically unchanged between Per-Student Expenditure
1994 and 1997. However, in lower- Primary Education 0.24 0.25
secondary education, the ratio of Lower-Secondary Education 0.23 0.24
PSRE for the national sample to Ratio of Per-Student Recurrent
PSRE for the nationally designated Expenditure
poor counties dropped from 1.19 in Primary Education
1994 to 1.15 in 1997. National Sample/Poor Counties 1.23 1.22

Top 10%/Bottom 10% 4.20 4.54
For the national sample, there Urban/Rural 1.28 1.46

was a moderate increase in Minority/Nonminority 0.98
inequality based on PSRE. The Gini Lower-Secondary Education:
coefficient rose from 0.24 in 1994 National sample/poor counties 1.19 1.15
to 0.25 in 1997 for primary Top 10%/Bottom 10% 4.04 4.69
education, and from 0.23 in 1994 to Minority/Nonminority 1.01
0.24 in 1997 for lower-secondary education. However, there was more obvious widening in

Snanghai Institute of Human Resource Development (1998). Intergovernmental Grants for Cotnpulsorv

Education in Poor Areas in China (Part I). Shanghai, China.
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disparities among subsamples of counties. For example, in primary education, the ratio of PSRE
of the top 10 percent spending counties to that of the bottom 10 percent spending counties
increased from 4.20 in 1994 to 4.54 in 1997. In lower-secondary education, the same disparity
measure increased from 4.04 in 1994 to 4.69 in 1997. The gap between urban and rural counties
was also widening. In 1994, the PSRE of urban primary schools was 1.28 times that of rural
primary schools; the ratio rose to 1.46 in 1997.

In 1997, the PSRE of minority counties was about the same as that of nonminority counties,
at both the primary and lower-secondary levels in the national sample. It may be noted that,
within nationally designated poor counties, minority counties had significantly higher PSRE than
nonminority counties. This is because minority poor counties received additional education
subsidies from higher levels of government than nonminority poor counties and that minority
poor counties had to incur additional education costs due to their more difficult geographic and
natural environment.

Disparities in Terms of Other Measures of Educational Development, 1997

Findings from the analysis of the data in 1997 show that, when compared to the national
average, nationally designated poor counties were disadvantaged in terms of the common
measures of educational development, such as measures of access, teacher quality, and physical
conditions of school.

Consider the net enrollment ratio at the primary level in 1997. In the national sample, 65.2
percent of the counties had achieved a net enrollment ratio above 99 percent; and 26.8 percent of
counties had a ratio between 95 and 99 percent. Within the nationally designated poor counties,
47.8 percent of counties had achieved a net enrollment ratio above 99 percent; and 39.7 percent
of counties had a ratio between 95 and 99 percent. Minority poor counties had the lowest
enrollment ratio.

Boys had a higher enrollment ratio than girls. The gender gap in enrollment ratio at the
primary level also varied between nationally designated poor counties and the counties in the
national sample. For example, in the national sample, 88.7 percent of counties had a gender gap
of less than 1 percent; and 3.6 percent had a gender gap of over 5 percent (Table 1.2). Within the
nationally designated poor counties, 71.5 percent had a gender gap of less than 1 percent; and 9.2
percent had a gender gap of over 5 percent. Gender inequality in enrollment was particularly
serious in minority counties in the western part of the country.

TABLE 1.2: GENDER GAP IN ENROLLMENT RATIO IN PRIMARY EDUCATION, 1997

Gap in enrollment ratio Percentage distribution Percentage distribution in nationally
between boys and girls in national sample designated poor counties

Gap less than 1% 88.7 71.5
Gap between I & 3% 5.3 14.8
Gap between 3 & 5% 2.4 4.5
Gap above 5% 3.6 9.2

In lower-secondary education, 49.5 percent of the national sample had a gross enrollment
ratio above 95 percent; and 20.9 percent of the same sample had a gross enrollment ratio between
85 and 95 percent. But within nationally designated poor counties, only 26.2 percent had a gross
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enrollment ratio above 95 percent; and 14.4 percent had a gross enrollment ratio between 85 and
95 percent.

Inadequate teacher quality, in terms of not meeting educational qualifications, is a more
serious problem in lower-secondary education than primary education. But at both educational
levels, nationally designated poor counties had lower teacher quality than other counties in 1997
(see Table 1.3).

TABLE 1.3: DISPARITIES IN TEACHER QUALITY, 1997

Percentage of teachers Primary Education Lower-secondary education
meeting qualifications National | Poor Counties National Poor Counties

Percentage at 100% 2.2 1.7 0.0 0.0
Percentage between 90 and 100% 71.4 48.9 8.4 4.3
Percentage between 80 and 90% 21.5 34.8 41.3 25.8
Percentage below 80% 4.9 14.6 50.3 69.9

Although it is a national education policy that all schools should have at least the most basic
physical facilities (no dilapidated school buildings, each class has a classroom, and each student
has a desk and a chair), such minimum physical standards were not achieved in rural schools of
many counties, especially poor ones. For example, 13.7 percent of counties (national sample) had
a dilapidation rate above the 5 percent level in rural primary schools, and 25.4 percent of poor
counties had a dilapidation rate above the 5 percent level in rural primary schools. Similarly, poor
counties were much below the standards for the provision of library books and school equipment.

Major Conclusions

* Although universal access is almost achieved in primary education, problems of lower access
and significant disparities in access between boys and girls are concentrated in poor minority
counties in the western region of the country. In lower-secondary education, universal access
has not been achieved in about half of the counties in the country, with the most difficult
challenge in poor counties.

* Compared to other counties, poor counties were significantly disadvantaged in terms of per-
student recurrent expenditure and other measures of educational development related to
access, teacher quality, and physical conditions of school.

* Between 1994 and 1997, there was widening educational inequality among counties in the
country, based on per-student recurrent expenditure. Widening inequality was especially
obvious between urban and rural counties, and between high-spending and low-spending
counties.





ANNEX 2: EAST EUROPE AND RUSSIA-EDUCATIONAL REFORMS OF THE LAST
FIVE YEARS IN TRANSITION ECONOMIES: CHANGES AND/OR USEFUL

OPERATIONAL MODELS-SUCCESSES OR WEAKNESSES
(1993-98)

(Abbreviations and acronyms used in this matrix are found at the end of the document)
General Education Russia Hungary Romania Poland Czech Republic

1. Extent of autonomous deci- 9-10 yr. CE is mandatory; overall respon- CE has been changing from 8 yr. to 10 CE lasts 8 yr.; there is virtually no 8 yr. of CE; yr. of CE from age 7-15; CE changed to 9 yr. attendance since
sionmaking in compulsory sibilty is shifted froin central to regional yr. since 1996/97. Schools have autonomy at any local level; remains regional-level adsninistration had been 1996/7; self-goveming through comiiuu-
education (CE) (Oblast) and subregional level. Generally considerable freedom, while the state highly centralized, dictatorial curriculut abolshed and district school offices are nity representation and regional educa-

school can (1995/96) make marginal uses nationwide uniform syllabus to (i.e., class hours), schools are only free to directly under MOE (1995); However, may tional council (1996). School principal is
adjustment to approved curriculum, such balance (1997). Parents choose schools, choose teaching style (1998); now has be reinstituted on a broader level. Schools only responsible for the inplementation
as choice of books, and other teaching but pay more if outside their district. strong intention in reforming the system have no power in hiring and dismissing ofcarricula, standards ofthe school's
activities There is national exam at end of (1998), a new education act is expected staff, in drawing up and carrying out performance, implementing the budget.
Issue 1: All 3 administrative levels (mut- secondary. Schools enjoy independence due in fall 1998 school budgets. School management Regional educational authorities oversee
icipality, region,federate) can pass laws, in making financial decisions (1995) Issue: educational reform has lagged differs vastly among commiuaities, but are school activities, Which in tum are under
which are not always consistent Issue: there is not a clearly set structure behind most of the transition-economy strictly controlled through financing and direct MOE's supervision

Issue 2: many schools/local government monitoring quality and equity in the countries because of lack of consensus on staffing mechanisms of centrll govermnent Issue: Number of years of CE was
lack adequate resources and shillsfor the newly highly decentralized education changes Issue: Lack of legislative procedures; there reducedfrom IO to 9 since 1989 mainly
newly increased retponsibilities, system has been a retreatfrom regional autonomy because offinancial constraints

disparities are growing due to quality and disparity concerns
(1996)

2. Mechanism forfunding It is unclear which level of the Federation MCE provides funds from state budget, Funds come from state through Judets to The central government's portion of Regional authority maaages schools'
schoolfor such decision is responsible for financing each level of local authorities are supposed to comple- schools, Judeas do not provide compensa- funding to schools at all levels increased recurrent expenses with funds from the

education; there is no grant-matching ment each other, depending on their tory funds (1998); budget is rigidly con- from 19% ofthe total funding in 1989 up state, while the conimunities pay for
mechanism at central level (1997/98) fnsancial capacity; local authorties trofled by the system with MOE, MOF to 80.3% in 1996, while funding from local purchase and maintenance of buildings
Issue. budget policy is not coordinated (municipalities) own, mnaintain, run, and and the Parliament on the top; schools level, on the contrary, shrank from 81% in and equipment (1996)
with funding capacity; federal level i, advice schools according to the needs of and the budgetary center of the schools 1989 down to 19.7% in 1996 
unable to pay its mandated obligation; their clients (1997) have little financial autonomy
regional inequities will mean growing
regional disparities in education
adequacy and quality

3. Process for curriculum 30% ofthe curriculuni is developed at the Yes. substantial input at the local author- Highly centralized; a new curriculum is Not a sufficiently high priority to MOE; Curricula are prepared by teams of a
design for compulsory school local (Oblast) level; federal level devel- ity level; a national core curriculum is in still in process (1998) aining at alowing the work of curriculum reform was in 1993 education specialists and academics in
level including incorporation of ops federal components with proposed place, which imposes no single ideology 30Y/ local content as well as setting up transferred from MOE to the Institute for cooperation with teachers and related
local content draft state educational standards; regional or religion, and allows individual schools national exanms for school-leaving and Educational Research, a semiautonomous professionals; inust be approved by

level develops national and regional com- to adapt their own curricula. Schools' higher entrance institute following the change of the MOE, but school principal can make
ponents of state educational standards; curricula will be fumished by school Issue: there is a lack of motivation and govemment; in design of curriculum there adjustmcnt at about 40% at Grade 4.

schools and teachers adapt the curricula boards and approved by local authorities. incentives to produce local content. all is input from the outside on the vocational Then teachers are allowed 33% flexibihtty
coniing from above into class teaching; School boards conisist of members parents are stiot very supportive to education side and there is a tripartite in using school syllabus from the
incorporation of local contents is desired elected from the teaching staff, the localizing curricula because of its poten- Council for Occupational Standards at principal (1996) t'
but far from present practice, due to lack parents' organization and the tial limitations to students adoptability MOE Z

of active involvement ofrepresentatives ouiniclpality and mobility Issue: there is no national-level agency
from local communities (1995) Issue: there is dasiger of grosvirsg dispar- representing the main stakeliolders as well X

ity among school types, especially at the as enjoying the political support of the
upper-secondary level. However, these government

disparittes mnay not develop because of '

core curriculum atndfinal ecants as end O
of secondary and nutional voraitonal
education standards

A0
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4. Framework for the A federal list of approved textbooks for A centraDly approved list of textbooks is Cornpetitive supplies from centraly No approved lists; publishers get their Open competition without approved hsts
production of school textbooks the core curriculum is provided nation- used as guidance. The state sets the annually approved open list; ame pur- textbooks' approval from MOE, teachers or constraints. Provision is not restricted

wide; provision is stiD restricted to ceiling price for the approved books; chased by the government using donor choose, parents pay 100% of the price. to national publishers. Schools/parents
national publishers except foreign- provision is not restricted to national funds; books are distributed largely by Commercial publisher market penetration make selections. Parents and regional
language books; choice by schools is publishers; school/ parents make choices. state publishers. Mosdy not affordable to is limited but increasung. Secondhand government pay. Books are distributed 4

allowed but in practice often only one Conimercial publisher market penetration both parents and the govemenwt at books available to reduce cost. Curriculum through conmmercial book trade, in which
textbook is available, Some regions is (1997) increasing. Sufficient textbook existing levels of quality and choice under refomn supports competitive private bookshops are actively involved.
reduce textbook costs through reuse and printing capacity and initiative. Private (1995). Paper prices are high and qualty publishing. Legal framework has been set The reformed curriculum, relevant laws
loaning books (1997) distnbutors. Curriculum reform is still in not always good. More than 90% are up and is largely supportive and regulations are now in place and
Issue: financingpolicy and distribution progress. Laws and regulations support- produced in the country. Curriculum Issue: the major outstandingproblem is have been stable in supporting textbook
are big problem areas; government ive to commercial textbook development reform is under way for secondary poor affordability of tertbooks (1997) policies (1997)
produced only halfthe needed textbooks schools. There is no solid basis for
due to shortfalls offederalfunding in textbook publishing industry to develop.
1996/97 Sone relevant laws have been

established but mostly are highly
restrictive

5. Teacher training, teachers' Teachers are recertified every 5 yr.; Teachers are hired by school principals Teachers are poorly paid with eamings Salaries are subject to public sector wage Teachers' salaries are set on the basis of
qualifications and relative teachers eam about 2/3 the average wage who are employees of the local govem- less than skilled workers though all have regulations, teachers are reensited by heads education attained and teaching
payment in industry, and are paid, on average, ment. The state sets nifinnuen salary for had at certain point of time qualification of schools (1996/97) experience (yr.); those in private schools

about 2 months late (sum=er 1997), teachers (1996/97). The network of training; this leads to negative recmits, are exclusively detemiined by the
curTent working conditions make the teacher training colleges and programs which means qualty of newly recruited principals (1996/97)
profession less desirable; teachers are has recently been upgraded (at least for may not be ofthe best (1996/97) PI
leaving their profession and there is a vocational education teacbers)
problem of attracting qualified educators
for teacher training O

6. Quality Historicaly, pupils were overtested but Assessment and quality monitoring are Assessment and examinations are school- No effective legal framework for employ- Strong, centralized system. The Czech
assessment/inspection process underevaluated; situation has not identified as one of the key problem areas based and teacher-controlled; the overall ment and school assessrsent, lack of clearly School Inspectorate, a body of state
for schools changed much lately; (1997/98) lack of ofthe highly decentralized system; center qualty monitoring responsibility resides defined objective criteria and instronents administration directly controled by

clarity as to roles and responsibilities of has the mandate but not the budget; Act within MoNE; there is a Council for for measurement of the quality of the work MOE, monitors educational standards,
different levels of govemnient; although on Public Ed. provides the framework Occupational Standards and Testing. of the school. Matura (school-leaving staffand material conditions, efficiency
MGPE oversees national education (1995/96); Center for Evaluation Studies Judets have group of inspectors doing exams) is the only regular form ofnational ofthe use of finds, and the observance of
qualty, it has no mechanism for student ofthe Istitute of Public Ed. is one ofthe inspection on and making decisions for assessment (1996/97) related laws and regulations (1996)
assessment; no trusted national service key players schools; a National Center for Educa-
with adequate capacity to address tional Assessment has just established to
national equivalency issue; colleges rin do quality assessment and to administer
their own entrance exams national exams (1998)

VET system Russia Hungary Romania Poland Czech Republic
7. At what levels in the educa- (1) primary vocational (PTU) or secon- After 8 yr. of general education there is: (1) secondary vocational education (1) secondary vocation education: three (1) secondary vocationaltechnical starts
tion system is vocational dary vocational technicum after 9 yr. (1) secondary vocational education: the (including apprenticeship): started after kinds: 3 yr. basic vocational leading to at age 15/10" grade; from 4 yr. technical/
education and training offered? basic general education; (2) special 2 yr. certificate, 3 yr. Certificate appren- completion of lower-secondary school. skilled worker certificates; 4-5 yr. tech spec to 2-3 yr. vocational schools; gradu-

secondary education or postsecondary, ticeship school, and 4 yr. certificate or Graduates would get diploma after 3-4 schools leading to Matura and/or techni- ates eligible to higher education or post-
some graduates are ehgible to enter 4+1 yr. programs are being phased out yr. Courseworlc The system is being cian qualifications and; 2-3 yr. postsecon- secondary extension courses (2 yr.)
colege and university (1995) after and replaced with a more general educa- refonmed with a movement toward more dary technical courses leading to higher (1996/7) (2) postsecondary: Thiere is
passing graduation exanms and universi- tion program for grades 9 and 10 and general education for grades 9 and 10 and technician or teacher qualifications, open to very little available for adult education
ties'/colleges' entrance exams; however, vocational training in grades II and 12. vocational training in grades 11 and 12. both general and technical secondary arld training as well as little refoms in this
in practice it is rare fpr a votech graduate (2) postsecondary vocational: a natonal (2) postsecondary: there is a network of graduates are being phased out and area
to enter higher education institution network of regional labor development regional training centers being formed replaced with more general education

and training centers has been formed programs for grades 9 and 10. (2) pos
t
-

secondary: Poland is unique in that it
already has a well-developed and
established network of adult education and
training system
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8. How is VET managed * Funding of some priiary vocational Secondary vocational schools: MOE Secondary vocational schools: MOE has Secondary vocational schools: at central In 1996, responsibilities for secondary
generally? ministry? level of schools at regional (Oblast) level, but has management responsibility. management responsibility. Posisecon- level, MOE defines vocational classifica- vocational education was transferred
government? MGPE holds strong control ofthe votec Postsecondary: MOE has managernent dary: National training board established tion for school system and vocational from Ministry ofEconomy to MOE,

budget; responsibility. However, there is a and linked to Ministry of Labor and profiles, and together with Ministry of school inspectorate, then school
. Postsecondary at the national level; a National Training Board and a network national network of adult training Labor and Social Policy, sets up rules for principals
large number of sectoral ministries of regional adult training centers run by institutions being developed upgrading vocational qualifications;
diectly oversee the operations of voca- tripartite boards for postcompulsory some line ministies run and control
tonal education institutions; MGPE schools and adult education and training related vocational schools. Next is the
approves general component of colleges' that bring education, labor and industry provincial offices of MOE doing
cuariculumr, while line ministries the together in the decisionmaking process supervision, coordination, etc. Then
vocationa component school principais' Postsecondary: there
Of all VET institutions, 60°% are federal, is already a sophisticated network of
40! are regional or municipal private, professional association and

NGO insttutes that provide adult
education and btaining but there is no

.___________________________ ____________________________ natonal training board

9. What are the mechanisms! Is ill equipped to respond to market sig- Secondary vocational: Hungary is There is a tripartite board at the nationai Secondary vocational: in early 1990s Secondary vocational: no systematic
linkagesforfeeding labor nals; the system is quite fragmented as a moving to a more general education level to develop policy. Secondary voca- most enterprises could not afford to sup- collaboration between educational
market information into large number of sectoral ministries system for grades 9-10 with a broader- tional: there is a Council for Occupational port the vocational schools affiliated to authority and industry on national level;
vocational education system directly oversee the operations of voca- based curriculum. However, for select Standards them; now (1997) the potential cooperation between school and enter-
including curriculum design? tional education institutions (1996/97); clusters of courses employers have been Postsecondary: there is also a Council for employers seem stil very passive in the prises is spontaneous, mostly focusing on

employmnent service centers help, but the involved in curriculus reforn. Labor Occupation Standards labor market and lack interest in practical training locations and advice on
form is erratic; vocational training institu- market surveys have also been used at the vocational education curriculum and specialization.
tions (VTis) now are experiencing enor- secondary level. Postsecondary: there is already a sophis- Postsecondary: Czech Republic :s
mous difficulty adapting to current labor Postsecondary: tripartite mechanism at ticated network of private, professional participates in a net impact study
market needs. The newly emerging both national and regional levels that association and NGO istitutes that pro-
business community is reluctant either to develops curricula. Labor market surveys vide adult education and training that is
invest in or hire graduates from the VTls. and occupational standards are also used market driven. The Polish statistical
Specialsts nationwide involved but to feed information to adult training agency (GUS) has well-developed statis-
mainly mandated by MGPE, national- centers. There has also been extensive tics for labor market signals. At the adult
level linkages to industries and enter- evaluation through a net impact study education level the institutions are very
prises are weak; labor market deniands that was conducted responsive to these statistical signals
are reflected to schools and teachers because of the national labor force.
niainly through students and parents. Poland also participated in net impact
There is very poor hlikage and poor study that indicated that individual
knowledge of what labor market might training was significant
require Z.

IO. Percentage of vocational secondary 1989 1996 secondary 1989 1996 secondary 1989 1996 upper sec 1989 1996 upper sec 1989 1996

schools enrollment at total 100 100 total 100 100 total 100 100 total 100 100 total 100 100
secondary-level education gen sec 31.3 38.3 gen sec 23.9 27.1 gen sec 4.0 32.8 gen sec 22.5 31.1 gen sec 17.8 21.2 Z
programs 3-4yr.voc 36.9 33.5 3-4 yr. 32.3 42.4 3-4yr voc 76.2 41.7 3-4yr voc 37.2 41.3 3-4yr voc 27.4 31.9

Note: In most all countries 1-3 yr tec 31.8 29.2 1-3 yr. 43.9 30.5 1-3 yr tec 19.8 25.5 1-3yr tec 40.2 27.5 I-3yr tec. 54.8 46.9
there is movement toward more
general education

11. What are the unit costs of Much higher than general senior. 1995 991-95 Lower than gymnasium in senior- Lower than gymnasmisrm nsenior- Lower than gyninasium in senior-
VET? as a percent of com- secondary (gymnasium) that leads to hanoes secondary secondary secondary O

parahle levels ofeducation? university entrance 1-2 yr. $993 +10%
appmtshp $1,215 +6% a

gen. sec. $1,060 -11% >J
sec voc $1,134 21%
tertiary $3,774 22% i

c:,
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12. Funding mechanisms used The federal govenunent funds 95% of Secondary vocational: State budget Secondary vocational: State Budget Secondary vocational: State Budget Secondary vocationial: state budget
for VET (i.e., privsate vocatiousia schools/institotions, but in Postsecondary: (I) State Budget; (2) Postsecondary: (1) State Budget; (2) Postsecondary: (1) State Budget; (2) covers almost all cost of technical
corporate, government)? 1995/96, federal allocatiooi to these Employer contracts; anid (3) Emiiployment Employment fund; and (3) a small Employmiient fund; and (3) a snaall schools, 70% vocational schools; also

institutions was only 67.6% of their fund. Poland also has a formal training amount of direct e;nployer training amount of direct entployer training provides suppofl to private vocational

minimum financial need levy of approximately 2%, which is schools at about 60-810% of their total

different fronm the cmiiploynient tax budgets

13. What are the results of the Percent unemiployment to total popu- Percent tiuemployiinent to total population Percent unemployment to total popu- Percent unemploynient to total popu- IPercent unemploymniit to total popu- M

former VETlsystem with an lationi with the same level of education with the samne level of education attainoment lation with the sanse level of education lation with the same level of ediucation lation with the same level of educationi
average age of35 yrs. in terms attainment (1996): (1997): attainnent (1997): attainmoent (1997): attainment (1997):
ofernployment ofgraduates? Printary or less: 13.0 Pruimary or less: 16.0 Primary or less: 5.3 Primary or less: 14.3 Pruliary or less: 13.4

Secondary: 11.6 Secondary: 6.1 Secondary: 9.1 Secondary: 10.4 Secondary:2.S 
Vocational: 8.5 Vocational: 10.6 Vocational: 7.1 Vocational: 13.5 Vocational: 3.9 (

Tertiary: 4.4 Tertiary: 1.9 Tertiary: 1.9 Tertiary: 3.7 Tertiary: 1.2 (0

14. What are the results of the Secondary vocational: Reform is just Secondary vocational: Refonm is just Secondary vocational: Refomi is just Postsecondary: The net impact study x.

new reformed VET systems in coming. The first cohort with more general conting. The fast cohort with more coming. The first cohort with niiore shows that retraining lias had a signi-
terms of etployrmtent? education curriculunn has not yet general educationi cunTiculum has not yet general education cuniculum has not yet ficaist positive impact on employmcnt

graduated. graduated graduated. and eaming

Postsecondary: Reforms have started and Postsecondary: The net impact study
there is beoter placement with shows that retraining has had a sigrifi-
approxinately 70% after six months cant positive impact on employment and
._____________________ earning 

15. Percent of seconidary VET 50% arid falling Data unavailable; but the number of Data unavailable; in the absence of a Actual data unavailable however, nurmber Data unavailable; enterprises are not (0
schools directly tied to training positions in companies for VET legal framework, business is poorly of vocational schools attached to regularly involved; no systematic
industries, factories, or students dropped by 50% from 1990 to motivated to invest in vocational training; enterprises has declined dramatically arangement between educational

manufacturing utnits 1996; linkages are mostly based on enterprises are only occasionally authority and industries; but in recent
unofficial bilateral talks for funancial involved years enterprises have increased their

siupport and employment interest in being involved

16. to line ministries? 20% and falling FaUing Falling Falling Falling

17. Percent of VETsecondary 60% but falling Grade 9-10 very little with more general Grade 9-10 falling with general education 1-2 yr. vocational schools 60%; 3-4 yr. 40% of teaching hours are devoted to c-

school curricula devoted to education increasing. increasing. Grade 1 1-12 40% teaching vocational schools 55%. However, fall general leaming and the rcst to skill
skill development? Grade 11-12: 60% hours for practical training, 24% for percentages with reforms and the leaning

specialty knowledge and rest for introduction of more general education
comprehensive

18. Number of specialization in Reduced from 1,250 down to 257 in Secondary vocational in 13 broadly fhe training system was providing for There exists overspecialization, number 320 specializations. The Czech Republic
Secondary VET 1994. Now it is planned to reduce further defined areas over 300 occupations but is being revised of occupations at skilled worker level is still adding and deleting specialties in

down to a nwnber in a range of 80 to 100 to niore broadly defined areas was 250, and at junior technician level vocational schools, which, therefore, has

(1996) was 300. This is being revised to more not resulted in any overall change of the
broadly defined areas system

19. Types of tertiary VET Postsecondary vocational training leads 2-3 yr. accredited higher vocational Postsecondary vocational training leads Postsecondary vocational training leads Postsecondary vocational training leads
institutions to higher-level technician (teacher, nurse) training is offered at postsecondary level to higher-level technician (teacher, nurse) to higher-level technician (teacher, nurse) to higher-level technician (teacher, nurse)

qualification; system is either 9+4 or joinfly by vocational secondary qualification qualification qualification
11±2

20. Size (participation rate) of Enrolls about 15% of high school _ The participation rate in adult education:
postsecondary level VET graduates; 566 HVIs (2.642 million Male: 15.4%

institutions enrolled) owned by state, 193 (0.135 Female: 12.6 %
milion) by nonstate (1996) Total: 14%
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21. Quality assurance mech- At present there is not a clear picture Tripartite system; 16-18 annual NRC Tripartite system; both MOE and school At central level, MOE consults line Central level is MOE; there is no national
anism usedfor tertiary VET about how quality of tertiary VET is meeting will review reports from key inspectorates have advisory groups that ninistries; at provincial level MOE's level cooperative body between
(including government and monitored or if there is any assurance industries and put findings into consid- invite line ministries and enterprises; office "Curatoria" ensures pedagogic ministerial departments; at the seconid
nongovernment approaches) except that the schools are struggling for eration in future policy decisions. National school inspectorate monitors school supervision; at school level, headmasters level is school offices (are in fact MOE's

survivaL which is determined largely by Training board participates and there was compliance with training standards, are responsible for quality assurance as field offices); who took over secondary
employment of its graduates also a net impact study budgeting, etc. well as net impact study vocatiomal schools from Ministry of

Economy in 1996, and now deal with
ahmost all types of vocational schools;
then is the school inspectorate. The net
impact study is also being used as a
quality assurance mechanism

Higher Education Russia Hungary Romania Poland Czech Republic

24. Size (participation rates) of There are S66 state institutions and 244 25% of age cohort is in H.Ed.; of gov- 14% of age group (18-22 yr.) (95/96); Of Of govermnmentcurrenteducation Over 15% percent of 18 yr. of age
H.Ed. Andproportion of nonstate institutions; about 20-25% high emment current education expenditure: govermment current education expenditure: H.Fd takes 16% expendi- enrolled; more that 40(/1 oftotal appli-
government spending it attracts school graduates go to H.Ed institutions; H.Ed takes 17.8% expenditure, while expenditure: tiEd takes 15.

9
%/o tare, while prinsary takes 49.7%, and cants; of government current education

in 1996, total education budget represents primary takes 54.1%, and secondary takes expenditure, while primary takes 44.9%. 20.5% is for secondary; total education expenditure: H.Ed takes 14.7%
3.7% of GDP, of which 17.8% is of 23.0%; H.Ed spending in 1996 is 0.9% of and secondary takes 23.8%; total spending is 3.8% of GDP expenditure, while primary takes 29.2%
federal education budget and 82.2 on GDP (1,2% in 1991), while total edstcation education spending is 3.5-4.0% of GDP, and secondary takes 53.5%
regional budgets; H. Ed. spending takes spending is 6.0-7.0% of GDP while H.Ed. budget is 0.5-0.6% of GDP
25.6% of federal education budget

25. Mechanism usedfor None; there has been a slight decline in Mainly through integration and growth of Massification, increased private Since 1992 MOE introduced a funding Establishing new universities and
expanding H.Ed overall enrollment in the past few years T'echnical Ed. (i.e. TVl ); some new education; funds increasing from both algorithm based on number of students transfomning some technical schools into

(1995/96), even though the enrollment institutions recently established by private public and private aiming at encouraging expansion, but postsecondary professional colieges
was relatively at very low level business and churches (which amounts to results are mixed; up to 1996, the small

about 10% of H.Ed institutions) size of institutions has not stimulated any
integration

26. Quality assurance mech- Goversment-controlled; but has no The system is changing from being elitist A national-level 'Council of Academic Govenment-controlled; there is no The Council of H.Ed Instiutions,
anism for HEd. (including tradition of wide-scale application of to being more democratic; but now still Evaluation and Accreditaton" supervises assessment system and no monitoring of consisting of academic seniate from
accreditation and other gov- assesansent instrments based on research under central control that seeks to ensure courses offered; central regulations are individual universities, serves as a
ernment approaches) and intemational experience; in 1994/95 quality; there is no formal accreditation the only guide the insitutions have, consultant to MOE. The Accreditation

there had been a checkup process cailed system; the H.Ed and Scientific Council is which by no means guarantees standards Commission advises on establishment of
"attestation" for accrediting new and now (1998) preparing to play inportant or quality new H.Ed institutions -g

reaccrediting existing institutions role in assessment and evaluation Issue: the lack of an evaluation system

becomes extremelyproblematic when Q,
new types of courses are established

27. Degree of university Changes started in 1986, strengthened by The autonomy of H.Ed. has been widely High degree of autonomy, especially in Relatively high Relatively high. The 1990 Act restored
autonomy the passing of Law on H.Ed and accepted and assured by legal means, and the private sector. Law of 1995 gives autonomy of H.Ed institutions. Each

Postgraduate Education (1996), which nomm-budgeting is now gradually colleges considerable autonomy. But university has a elected Academic Senate
fiurther delegates authority and respon- substituted by a mixed budgeting process now the colleges have to develop their making basic decisions on activities of its
sibility to individual institutions that grants part of the budget (research and own managerial skills and capacity own institution, such as budgeting,
regarding curriculum development, maintenance funds) on a competitive basis; personnel, research and teaching
teaching methods and intemal now (1998) 85% budget from state, 7% programs
management frons sale of service, 8% from others (i.e.,

rental of real estate) t2

28. Seting andfunding of R&D expenditure accounts 0.7% of Yes-centralized; R&D expenditure Yes-centralized; finds come from dte R&D expcnditure accounts 0.7% of GNP R&D expenditure accounts 1.2% of
nationalprioritiesfor researcit GNP; managed by Ministry of Science accounts 0.8% of GNP State and be allocated through 3 national GNP; Grants for Educational Research

level agencies: Ministry of Research and are awarded by MOE (such as school
Teclusology; Acadetty of Science; rcsearch and school development fund, >
University Research Council; R&D I i.Ed development fund) and by thce
expenditure accounts 0.7% of GNP Government Research Grant Agency
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29. Nature of any intergov- There is an estinated 20% of the reallo- Blor-75% of local budget comes from 3.8% of GDP was spent in education 1996 Yes-eanmarked. 5.4% of GDP is on 5.8% of GDP is on public spending in

ernmental transfer schemesfor cation of federal funds to poorer regions, the center, which must then decide how it (2.2% in 1989) public spending in education 1996 (4.8% education 1996 (4.0% in 1989)

"equalization " purpose which is supposed to be spent on educa- wil be spent in all areas including in 1990). No transfers

tion; in 1996, total consolidated educa- education. 5.0%/6 of GDP is on education
tional expenditure takes 3.7% of GDP in 1996 (4.8% in 1990). Financing 4

(3.8% in 1991), and is shared by federal education is based on a nonnative, per
goverusnent (17.8%) and regional capita grant system
govenmments (82.2%)

30. Mechanism of quality audit There is no such mechanism in place, the State financing for education, of which Direct supervision, very centralized control No such system in place, cooperation There seems no such mechanism but there

from one tier of government to relationships between central authority 90t% is through Ministry of Home in financial temis; local government is held between central level and local level of exists direct and strict central control and

the lower one and regional govemments varies from Affairs, is not separated from its whole responsible to the Court of Auditors and govenameltts has been weak and some- supervision over school inspectorate and

loose linkages to serious tensions; allocation to local govemments with no the Ministry of Finance times difficult because of unclearly educational institution

especially because of(l) shrinkage of specific operational or goal requirement, defined financial and operational
central fiuding in the last few years did Little room is there to enforce special responsibilities
not allow the federal govemment fulfill sectoral demands. Responsibility of
its obligatory support to regions; and (2) dealng with special needs and inequafity
the shiflting of prime responsibitities for is not clear at central level. Funds for
general education to local govemments such purpose involve several ministries.
put some of them into extreme Local govemments are seen as the main
difficulties in securing resources and agent of administering the educational
manageriai capacity resources

31. Mechanism for encouraging There is not a nationwide institutional- There is not a nationwide institutional- in 1992, MOF cut 20% off the H.iEd. There is not a nationwide institutional- There is not a nationwide institutionalized r'

improved efficiencies in the ized mechanism to encourage unproved ized mechanism to encourage improved budget but at the same time asked for 20% ized mechanism to encourage inproved mechanism to encourage improved

system efficiency (I 995) efficiency (1 995) growth of enrollment, and it proved viable efficiency (1995) efficiency (1995)
since all universities were forced to take ;4

nwasures toward the extremely low
teaching-hour requirement and high
redundancy in faculty number

* HVIs: Higher vocational institutions, offering 2-3 years postsecondary special courses leading to a diploma in certain field needed at the labor market.

* MGPE: Russia's Ministry ofGeneral and Professional Education; MCE: Hungary's Ministry ofCulture and Education; MoNE: Romania's Ministry ofNational Education; MOE: Ministry ofEducation, ML: Ministry oflabor;

NRC: Hungary's National Reconciliation Council
* voc: vocational/vocation; votec: vocational and technical; tech/tee: technical/technology; see: secondary; gen: general; schl(s): school(s); yr.(s): year(s); H.Ed: higher education

* TechnicunnPTU: in Russia technicum schools offer 2-4 years vocational and technical education programs for those having completed It or 9 yr. general schooling, the program leads to certificates for becoming technicians such

junior engineer, librarian, etc.; PTU offers 1-2 year courses preparing skilled workers
* Hungay, Poland and Czech Republic ale members of OECD.



ANNEX 3: OECD-EDUCATIONAL REFORMS: CHANGES AND/OR USEFUL
OPERATIONAL MODELS-SUCCESSES OR WEAKNESSES

Country United States Japan United Kingdom Australia Korea Netherlands Other European

Schools

Extent of autonomous Levels of autonomy at the Schools have little autono- The Local Management of This varies from state to Very limited with most Schools are managed by Germany, Austria, France,
decisionmaking school level vary between my over school budgets Schools (LMS) scheme state. Victoria State is the decisionmaking powers the "competent authority" Sweden and Finland are

states. In general, school with funds allocated on a was introduced in 1988. most decentralized with regarding budgets, curricu- (or school board). This is moving toward greater
districts (rather than line-item basis by the local Under LMS, schools are the delegation of "global luim and staff appointments the municipality in the institutional autonomy at
schools themselves) are education boards. Districts responsible for all person- budgets" to schools. Other held by the provincial and case of publicly run the school level although
responsible for developing (or prefectures) are respon- nel and spending via dele- states are moving in this metropolitan education schools and the board of this varies between regions
and implementing annual sible for recruiting new gated budgets. They may direction authorities. Govenmment association in the case of and is typically less exten-
operating budgets and teachers; schools make vary between budget head- reform proposals indicate a private schools (which sive than in the UK. In
longer-term capital proj- recommendations regard- ings. In tenos of educa- move toward greater represent some 70% of the France, school decision-
ects as well as negotiating ing promotion to deputy or tional content, they are decentralization and the total). The boards are making is restricted to
local wages and working principal position to be required to follow a establishment of "School responsible for most man- control over nonstaffing
conditions with unions. approved by municipal national curriculumn (see Management Committees" agement decisions relating current costs
Schools may hire or fire and/or prefecture boards. below) but are responsible in the future with responsi- to budgets, curriculum
staff within the budgetary In terms of educational for the mode and timing of bilities such as the hiring delivery, the choice of
parameters set by the content, schools are delivery. of teachers and principals. teaching materials, school
school districts. required to develop Issue: Needfor strong The principle of decentra- plans and timetables, staff

"school educational plans" ,,agernent capacity lizing some components of appointments and pupil
along central govemment within schools curriculum design and admissions. Central gov-
curricula guidelines for delivery has also been ermnent control is increas-
approval by the boards. established although not ingly confined to the area

Issue: Limited flexibility at yet implemented of broad policymaking and
the school level to respond to creating the right condi-
to institutional needs by tions for the provision of
shifting resources between good-quality education
budget lines and staff
appointments

X'



Country United States Japan United Kingdom Australia Korea Netherlands Other European

Funding mechanisms In almost all states, public Local education boards Over 70% of school State Education Depart- Central govemment pro- Central government funds Inl many Europeani cousi-
schools are fuided by local provide funidinig to schools finance is provided by cen- ments have financial vides 85% of funding for are paid directly to the tries, a large proportion of
real estate taxes, which are on a line-item basis-with tral govemment via local responsibility for school schools; the remaining school boards with the finds from central or
divided between schools funding parity at the authorities. Undcr LMS, educationi anid genicrally do 15% is provided by local exception of primary regional government are
on the basis of pupil num- national level maintained local educationi authorities niot receive subsidies from govemment and parents. accommodation costs, paid directly to schools (or
bers. In somc states, public through national subsidies. allocate funds to schools central government. They (Tuition fees are charged which are paid to the local to school staff) anid bypass
schools also receive sup- Private schools (which on a per-pupil basis adjust- typically fund schools on a in urbais middle and high education authority. Funids local authorities (e.g.,
port from the state, often represent 1% of primary ed for factors such as size per-pupil basis adjusted for schools.) Ceintral govem- are allocated according to Germany, Austria, Italy,
targeted at underfunded and 5% of secondary of sciool and socioeco- indicators of inicreased ment funds are distribuited the same criteria for public France, Ireland and Spain).
urban school districts that schools) receive subsidies nomic deprivation. There need (e.g., percentage of to the regioital authorities, and private schools. The In other countries, local
lack a strong tax base. directly from central is no national funding for- childrein from parenits of a whicih then allocate school boards are required governient plays a more
Some schools are also sup- govemment mula and, in principle, noni-English speaking resources to individual to distribute funds between important role in distribut-
ported by local corpora- local authorities canl allo- background) schools. Funds are allo- individual schlools on a per inig resources (e.g.,
tions and foundations con- cate funds according to Issue: As with the UK cated on a line-item basis pupil basis according to a Sweden, Finiland). In
cerned about the quality of their own priorities. Since with tight conitrols that do nationalfusndingforniula. Swedeis, somc local
public education. Several 1988, a simiall minority of not provide much scope for In 1996, a block grant sys- authorities operate a pupil
states are experimenting schiools (known as Grant- autonomous decisionmak- tem was introduced for funding system similar to
with the use of "vouchers," maintained schools) have ing funding secondary schools, the UK and have also
which permit individual received per-pupil funds which allows schools a experimented with the use

students to select a public directly from central higher degree of discretion of vouchers. In Germany,
or private school and apply govemment. as to how the budget is funding mechanisms vary
a given value of public tax Issue: Needfor pupilfund- spent on staffing and between proviices, some
dollars to the cost of their ing system to be sufficient- operation costs. Pfimary of which are moving
education. lyflexible to reflect cost schools are still funded on toward the use of global

Issue: Wide variations in differentials associated the basis of earmarked budgets
per-pupil expenditure with individual pupils (e.g., budgets but are preparing
between districts results in costs related to learning to make the transition to
long-standing tension difficulties) block grants.
between more affluent Issue: Limited capacity for
suburban andpoorer municipalities (or school
urban schools boards) to redistribute

fuids according to local
priorities due to national
funding formula



Country United States Japan United Kingdom Australia Korea Netherlands Other European

Process of curriculum There are no national A national curriculum A national curriculum was States are responsible for Education Law 155 pre- Central govemment pre- Finland does not have a
design for compulsory requirements for curricu- exists for all subjects at the introduced in 1988 corn- devising curricula; schools scribes the curriculum for scribes the broad subject national curriculum per se
level including incor- lurn content or "Out- elementary level (grades 1- prising compulsory core have considerable choice each school level in some areas that must be covered (as in the UK) but curricu-
poration of local comes." In some states, 6) and core subjects subjects (English, math as to curriculum content detail with limited provi- by schools (excluding lar guidelines are issued by
content state agencies develop (grades 7-9) stipulating and science) and a range of within broad subject areas. sion for the inclusion of religious education); the National Board of Edu-

curricula and mandate its objectives, content and optional subjects from Efforts are currently being local content. Curricula are schools are free to select cation. Local education
use (including the mode standard time allocation by which schools have limited made to develop "National revised on a periodic basis the curricula content and authorities work within
and timing of delivery); in grade. The content is choice. Schools can also Curriculum Frameworks" by the Ministry of Educa- the mode of delivery pro- this framework to design
others, agencies set more revised every 10 years add subjects. The content to enhance consistency tion; there have been six vided they comply with the local curriculum in
general standards as a with the guidelines devel- of national curriculum between schooling in dif- revisions since the Repub- basic attainment targets. At consultation with schools
guide for school districts to oped by the advisory coun- subjects is prescribed by a ferent states. lic of Korea was estab- the secondary level, 20%

follow. Most districts cil and content written by national agency. Schools Iss High I I lished. It is intended that of the total curriculum is
allow for the inclusion of subject specialists in have freedom over the ae: ig eve of nvest- apects of curriculum made up of optonal
local content developed by Mombusho (the central mode and timing of deliv- mereqire to f tate decisionmaking will be subjects selected by the
the individual schools. In Ministry for Education and ery provided the content is cooperation between states decentralized in the future. school and individual
the absence of any state Culture). covered by the end of the on curriculum develop- ils
mandates, private schools Issue: Lack of scopefor prescribed "key" stages. ment in thejfture Issue: As with Japan PUP
develop their own local content. The Central Issue: Limited scopefor
curricula. Educational Council schools to devise their own

Issue: A recent effort to recently recommended a curricula with local con-
establish national stan- reduction in curricular tent as opposed to choos-
dards was rejected by content to allow more time ing between prescribed
Republicans as Federal for "individual learning" options
intrusion into state activities
autonomy

Framework for the The textbook market is Textbooks are developed Textbooks are produced by As in the UK, textbooks The Education Law 155 Textbooks are produced by
production of school driven by those states that by commercial publishers private companies working produced by commercial prescribes the criteria for commercial publishers.
text books mandate a set curriculum on the basis of the pub- in close collaboration with publishers in cooperation the development of text- They are not prescribed by

and select texts to support lished curriculum and are the national body responsi- with the state administra- books by publishers. All central govemment.
them in public schools. reviewed by Mombusho ble for cuniculum devel- tions. Schools are free to textbooks have to be
Textbook publishers work for approval. Mombusho opmenL Central govern- select textbooks in line approved by the Ministry

closely with state agencies also compiles some text- ment and local authorities with their needs and and fall into three
and school districts to books. Textbooks are do not prescribe textbooks preferences categories:
develop materials selected by the school - those whose copyrights

boards with advice from are held by the Ministry; O
individual schools - those authorized by the

Ministry;
- those recognized by the
Ministry or superintend-
ents as usable I

x
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Country United States Japan United Klngdom Austrahla Korea Netherlands Other European l oo

Quality assessment( Since there are no national Local education boards are Since 1992, schools have The quality assurance A comprehensive school Most schools are inspected
inspection process for standards nor a uniform responsible for quality been subject to "whole arrangements vary evaluation system is yearly by an inspector
schools process for the assessment assurance and "supervi- school" inspections every between states. In Victoria, planned to be inroduced employed by the govern-

of schools nationwide. sion" although the results 4 to 5 years. These cover schools are required to during 1998. The intention ment inspection body
States require public insti- are not made public. all dimensions from curric- develop three-year per- is that the results will be reporting to the Ministry.
tutions to demonstrate that Teaching supervisors ulum delivery to financial formance plans. The State linked to finance to There are also thematic
they are following state under the boards (often management and are man- Departinent for Education encourage competition visits of schools, often by a Q
guidelines and in session teachers on leave of aged by a national agency assists School Councils in between schools team of inspectors who
the required number of absence) provide guidance (Ofsted). Schools are reviewing progress against Issue: Danger that, in a evaluate recently intro-
days per year in order to and coaching. required to develop acton plans by funding extemal competitivefunding sys- duced government regula-
qualify for state support. Issue: Possibility of a plans to address any identi- consultants to work along- tem, high-performing tions or look at a specific
Most states also require confict of interest where fied areas of weakness. side the school manage- schools with less able stu- practice. The results of all
standardized tests for school supervisors are Comparative "League ment. Consideration is dents will be penalized inspections are published
pupils at certain levels. responsiblefor both Tables" are published being given to the publica- in a yearly report. Other
Some states have passed inspection and guidance! nationally to show the tion of "League Tables" in tasks of the Inspectorate
legislation to permit the coaching relative perfornnance of the future include the provision of
state to place a "failed" individual schools (on the advice to schools and
school district into "receiv- basis of pupil results in dealing with complaints.
ership" replacing the standardized tests and League tables of schools
adinistration. In terms of exams). have recently begun to be
private schools, many go Issue: Dijffculties involved published in national
through a formal accredi- in assessing "value newspapers.
tation process administered added" in school perform-
by private nonprofit ance. Value added indica-
accreditation organiza- tors are currently being
tions. developed by the national

Issue: Lack of national or agency responsiblefor
state wide inspection sys- quality assurance
tems makes it difficult to
udge/compare the relative
erformance of different

Schools



Country United States Japan United Kingdom Australia Korea Netherlands Other European

VET

% of secondary No public schools are No explicitly vocational All secondary schools Following the amalgama- There is no VET provided Designated VET secon- France introduced a voca-
education devoted to designated as separate subjects are taught during provide some vocational tion of technical and high for lower-secondary dary schools exist for tional baccalaureate (BAC)
VET vocational schools compulsory educationi (up subjects and most have schools in the 1980s, there pupils; upper-secondary lower-secondary pupils in 1985, which allows

although some schools to age 15). 24% of upper arrangements for pupils to are no "stand alone" VET pupils can attend voca- (VBO) and for upper- students wishing to pursue
offer more vocational secondary school students gain work experience. No secondary schools. A small tional, teclnical, commer- secondary pupils (MBO). vocational subjects to
courses than others. Pri- attend vocational schools schools are designated as number of senior secon- cial, fishery/marine or However, all VBO schools remain in school for longer
vate schools generally do where 50-70% of the vocational schools per se; dary schools are develop- agricultural high schools. are required to provide and to have access to
not offer vocational teaching hours are allo- upper secondary students ing a stronger focus on Comprehensive high three years of basic educa- higher education. About
courses. In 1992, about cated to vocational sub- can attend further educa- VET. As in the UK, there schools provide a combi- tioni with no strict distiic- 30% of pupils in upper-
12% of school graduates jects. Since 1994, there lion colleges if they wish is strong push to offer VET nation of both vocational tion between general and secondary school special-
reported that they were in have been efforts to to pursue vocational pro- subjects are a part of the and general study vocational subjects. In ize in vocational subjects
vocational programs. This increase curricular choices grams alone. New national senior-secondary certifi- 1997, about 12% of lower
figure has declined since offered to students through vocational qualifications cate but the approach secondary pupils enrolled
the early 1980s in line with new "comprehensive" have recently been intro- differs between states in VBO. After VBO,
a policy trend toward an schools that offer both duced, which may be used pupils may either enter
emphasis of academic core general and vocational for entry into higher senior vocational educa-
courses subjects and through education. tion (MBO) or enter the

"sharing" of courses Issue: Vocational qualfi- apprenticeships system.
between schools cations are still perceived Students who complete 3-4

to be less prestigious than years of MBO can enroll in
general academic qualif - tertiary VET (HBO).
cations despite thefact that Issue: Early streaming
they now qualify pupils for into vocational and gen-
entry into higher education eral schools can limit

opportunities and choices

Mechanisms for feed- Arrangements are typically The Ministry of Labor has Research is undertaken by National Industry Training The VET curricula are The Education and Indus- In some countries (e.g.,
ing labor market infor- informal. Some school a tripartite advisory coun- local Training and Enter- Boards advise the National widely perceived as being try Committee (BOOB) Italy, France, Gemmany,
mation into the VET districts undertake labor cil with expert panels to prise Councils and VET Training Authority on too theoretical with a lack holds regular consultations Finland), employers are
system market surveys. Entrepre- review the content of skills providers (e.g., FE col- training needs and issues. of real work experience on with business. The Minis- closely involved in the

neurial public and private qualifications leges). A UK-wide new State-based Industry Train- the part of VET teachers. ter for Education estab- definition of curricula and
institutions respond to initiative has been ing Boards advise the The recent introduction of lishes a national examina- qualifications. For
local market needs in order launched to develop "skills state-based training school-university coopera- tioni board annually for example, in France, social
to attract funds from strategies" on a regional agencies. In addition, state- lion programs is designed each sector, which draws partners are presented on
students. basis. Enmployers are also based training agencies use to help address this. There upon advice from both the Commission Profes- Q

Issue: Need to improve increasingly involved in labor forecasting models is also a proposal to intro- education arid business sionelles Consultatives. In tr
labor niarket information defining vocational curric- (e.g., SYNTECH) as a duce a Vocational groups. Each business sec- Germany, some 50% of
to allow students to make ula and qualifications. For source of information. At Resource Development tor has its own national initial VET is delivered by
informed choices about example, the new system the institution level, local Unit to accredit institutions apprenticeship agency with employers via the "dual"
investment in training, of National Vocational business people are whose programs are representatives from system
This is particularly impor- Qualifications is founded members of the Council closely aligned to the employers' associations,
tant in the context of a oii competence standards needs of industry. A com- trade unions and schools
relativelyfree market of defined by employers mittee to facilitate college/ o
training providers industry cooperation has

also been established

\'
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Fundinig mechanisms No fonnal initiatives to T!iere are no training The goverinmncit seeks to As in the UK, niew uiiceia- Firmus of over 1,000 Enisployers conitibute to France requires all eniter-
for VET (othser thani stimulate pfivate invest- levies or tax exemptioni encourage inivestment by iisms to fomially recog- emiiployces are required to VET by providing practi- prises employing more
fromil govemmeint) imienit in VET. However, schemiies to promote businesses throtigh non- nize competenicies gained spenid at least 2% of their cal on-the-job training to titan 10 people to allocate

US businesses are consimit- inivestmenit in vocationial monetary awards (e.g., on the job are expected to wage bill on trainiing apprentices, MBO and 1.5% of their wage costs to
ting an increasing propor- training by businesses alid Investors in People stan- promote more individual There is also a school- HBO studenits VET and a further 0.5% to
tion of their own resources individuals. However, dard) aisd the initroductioni aitd business investmiienit it industry partnershiip apprenticeships. Similar
to specialized training for there are subsidy seltemes of qualifications that trainiing schemiie similar to the "dual levies are in place in
new employees. Private funded by the general bud- recognize competencies system" in Germany Denmark, Spain aiid
philanlthropic support for get to promote certain gained on the job (NVQs). (aldiough niot as comapre- Belgium. Some German
professionial trainiisg is types of employer-based There are also loan hensive) whereby firms Lunder have introduced
substantial in some areas training (e.g,, in small- and schemes to help small provide on-the-job training laws to establish individual
partictlarly law, medicine medium-size firms) firms to invest in training to vocatiottal high school rights to take "trainiiiig
and business and career developmnetit studeists anid junior college holidays" during whichi

Loans for individuals at students on a voluntary they continue to be paid by
reduced interest rates basis their employers; others

Issue: Level of private have introduced laws to
investment in VET is low ensure diat employers
by European standards reward employees for t
despite various ince,itive investing in training with
schemes pay inerements

Number of specializa- Varies froni state to state. There are over 300 skills About 20 standard occupa- 15 broad fields of study Similiar to Japan but there I 8 broad specialization
tions in VETI At a federal level, there are that have formal qualifica- tionial classifications is a proposal for the Gov-

nine main groupings such fion tests run by various emment to move out of the
as agriculture, business, govemment departments certification process for
marketing, health, occupa- (e.g., Ministry of Labor, very specialized sills due
tional home economics, Ministry of Health, etc.). to the rapid changes in
trade anid industry, com- These tend to be discrete skill requiremenits and to
munications skills and do not corres- pass the responsibility to

pond to occupations as is private organizations
the case in most Westem
systems

Shape and size of any Provided both within the With the exception of the Polytechnics previously Tertiary VET is provided Tertiary VET is provided Tertiary VET is provided In contrast to the UK,
tertiaiy VET two-year public and pri- 60 collcges of technology, provided tertiary VET; by TAFE Institutes. Sonme by junior vocational col- by HBO colleges (higher souse European cowuitries

vate "juniior" colleges and thtere are ito fonnally these have since beeni states are cotisideriig the leges with two- or threc- professionial education are movimig toward the
nonprofit and for-profit designated tertiary VET given "university" status amalgamation of VET year postsecondary pro- colleges) covering seven separate provision of
vocational institutions institutions. There are and so tertiary VET is pro- institutions and universi- grams. Some professional sectors: agriculture, educa- tertiary VET and non-

Issue: Rapid growth in the maniy private trailsiig vided withinl the uTliversity ties in the future. Greater education is provided by tion, tecltiology, ecoioin- VET. For example,
for profit sector over the providers that provide sector. cooperatiomi has beeni universities ics, social aiid cultural Finland iitroditced poly-
last decade has created VET to postsecotidary Isstie: There is debate ov1er achieved throtigh the initro- welfare, health care and art technics on an experi-
mounting tension between students tie ettenlt to shicJI tue Cx- ductiots of credit trTaisfer mtcittat basis in 1991.
fo- profit alnd traditional polytechnirs shl(ild iilot - seltettes, whicil allow Other countries tave also
institutions take research as opposed studenits to transfer front recetitly introditeed tertiary

tofocusitg oni teachinig VET to sion-VET institti- tcctitical institutions (e.g.,
tioiis (atid vice versa) Spain)

Higher Edtication

Proportioti of 18-21 21.9% N/A 20.9% 21.1% 21.5% 23.2% Denmark- 7.9%
years olds enrolled in Spaiti - 24.9%
university level educa- Geimisaiiy - 7.9%
tion_._________



Country United States Japan United Kingdom Australia Korea Netherlands Other European

Higher education 3.3% 1.5% 2.7% 3.9% 1.4% 2.9% Denimark - 3.3%
expenditure as a % of Note that the university France - 1.8%
total govemment system is dominated by Germany - 2. 1%
spending private universities (enroll-

ing about 75% of students)
so government expenditure
is only a small proportion
of national expenditure

Extent of autoniomy in This varies between states |There are three categories HE-ls are independent As in the UK All private institutions There are two types of The trend across Europe
higher education insti- and public and private of institutions with differ- private bodies. However, must receive a license to higher educatiios institu- has beeii toward greater
tutions institutions. All institutions ent levels of autonomy. they are largely goveni- be a university for which tioins: higher professional institutional autonomy

must meet Federal anid NatioTial public universi- ment funded aiid so there are criteria. These are education colleges (HBOs) (e.g., France, Genmany,
state regulations (e.g., ties are not legally separate accountable to govemnment related to inputs rather than of which some 70% arc Spaiii) altliougli to a lesser
equal opportunity poli- from central government; for the use of public process. Most of the public private anid wilversities, of extent than in the UK and
cies). Public iinstitutions other public universities inoiiey universities are "national" which 3 ouit of 13 are pri- the Netherlands
have less autononsiy siiice belong to either prefectures in that they are owned and vate. Both private and pub-
they are govemed by state- or municipalities, These funded by central govem- lic institutions are funded
appointed or elected gov- face budgetary as well as ment (mainly MoEd but by the State and accounta-
eming bodies and are more administrative controls one or two fall wider the ble for the use of public
dependent on state fund- froni govemrment (e.g., Mibiistry of Science & funds. They have a tradi-
ilg. Private institutionis approval required for the Technology). t'here are hion of academic freedom
are, ii principle, free from appointment of presidents). also a few provincial uni- and autonomy and assume
direct state control but Private institutions are versities. All staff in public responsibility for the con-
their autonomy is restricted legally independent but are universities are civil ser- tent of their degree pro-
by their dependence on subject to institutional and vants on set pay scales. grams. Block fwinding was
state and Federal funds curriculum standards (e.g., Govemment sets studeist introduced iii 1993 based
Issue: Private institutions physical space, program quotas and staff numbers, on criteria for the number
have begun to question the content) if they receive appraises any new courses of students and perform-
impact of state and Fed- govemment subsidies and provides virtually all ance (e.g., retentioni rates
eralfunding on their the fundiisg. Iiistitutional aiid outcomes of perfonn-
autonomny autonomy is very limited ance reviews)

although there is an
intention to change this
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Mechanisms used for Growth it state funding, Postwar expansion has Reductioiis in unit costs The Higher Education Government policy has After a period of signifi- The introduction of gov-
expanding HE private philanthropic sup- relied heavily upon private have allowed for sigiifi- Contribution Scheme was consistently beets that the cant expanisioni in the emmeint student loan

port and increases in tui- provision and financing cant expansion in receiit introduced in the 1980s expanisioni of the system 1970s and 1980s, the I i schemes has facilitated
tion fees. While some facilitated by a policy years. Current targeted whereby students contrib- should be almost exclu- sector continues to grow, growth in many countries.
states have reduced expen- framework that penmits growth is being achieved ute to the cost of their sively within the private although more slowly. The Scandinavian coun-
diture (e.g., Califomia), private (nionprofit) eintry through the introductioni of studies during their work- sector; hence the domi- This has been allowed by a trics are leaders in this
overall state funding has itito the market. The num- student tuition fees alid ing life, provided their nance of pivate institu- reduction in per studeint area, having had loans as a
increased by 8.5% since ber of students in private small real increases in income reaches the tions. t here are thus many expenditure (unit costs), key component of their
1996. insbtutioiis has grown by funding national average small, fairly new institu- increases in tuition fees student support systems

The developnment of dis- 40% over the last decade tioins offering courses and a reduction in the since the niid- 1 980s
tance leaniing programiis amotnting to 70% of total nmainly in ttsose subjects number of years in which
has also increased the student enrollments. Botlt that are cheap to provide. students are eligible for
scope for future expansion public aiid private inistitu- Students at both public and financial assistancc. This
at lower cost tions rely increasingly on private iistitutionis pay Itisiit is still comparatively

tuitioii fees; these have fees although public uii- high at 6 years for full- 0
grown by ten times over versity fees are less than time and 9 years for part-
the last 20 years in public half of those in private time coiurses
itistitutions universities where fees are

set at full cost -

Quality assurance There are no nationwide New programs anid institu- All HiEls are subject to Research programs are Very similar to Japan but All HEls are subject to a
mechanisms (including mechanisms in place. Pri- tions are subject to approv- assessment of research aiid evaluated by the funding without the reforms. There review of teaching and
approaches to accredi- vate regional accrediting al from the Ministry. There teaching quality once bodies (e.g., Auntraliaii is discussiots about some research every 6-7 years
tation) bodies are the principal are no formal systems of every 4-5 years. Research Research Council), often more regular and rigorous by visiting committees.

evaluators of academic accreditation or perform- funding is closely tied to with reference to overseas accreditation system The Inspectorate of Educa-
quality; most professions ance review for established the outcomes of the academics to ensure that hon reviews the assess-
(e.g., law) also have their programs or organizatioiis. research assessments; a Australian institutions ments and the institutional
own accrediting bodies. IThe University Council proportion of fundinig for keep in line with good response. The Ministry
Many institutions also has initiated a number of teaching will be allocated intemational standards. may decide to close a
undertake periodic peer reforms since the early on the basis of quality Professional bodies are department that has been
reviews made up of visit- 1990s including the pro- audits in the future. The also becoming increasingly judged to be performing
ing faculty from compara- motioti of self-evaluation; sector is also considering involved in the approval of badly. There is no formal
ble institutions. Competi- 60% of universities now the establishment of a degree programs. The accreditation system for
bon for research funding at publish their results professional body to Higher Educationi Cowicil courses in universities;
the Federal and state levels safeguard standards in has introduced a number of liBOs have begun to
promotes quality in university teaching initiatives to promote qual- experiment with the
research. States are ity over since 1992 accreditation of profes-
inereasingly using output including a fund of sional programns by pro-
measures in funding to A$75M to reward institu- fessional bodies
reward quality and bons for effective practice
effcctiveness in quality assuratice. In

1996, the govemment
aiinounced a new approach
to quality with the intro-
duction of a nationwide
quality assessment process
and the establishnient of a
new agenicy



Country United States Japan United Kingdom Australia Korea Netherlands Other European

Setting and funding of Federal agencies which There are multple sources HEIs are graded according The Australian Research The govemment has a Govemnienit research
national priorities for fund research (e.g., of research funding to the quality and volume Council provides policy clear policy for research in funding is allocated on the
research National Science Founda- including Mombusho, the of research undertaken-- advice to nationial goveri- the science, technology basis of an ex-post assess-

tioni) set general priorities. Agency for Science and evaluated in research ment and makes recom- and engineering areas as it ment of research quality.
Funds are generally allo- Technology and the Minis- assessment exercises held mendations on the believes that this will pro- In addition, institutions can
cated on the basis of peer try for Intemational Trade every 5 years. This ranking distribution of research vide the engine for eco- bid for individual grants
review of individual facul- and Industry. Funding is determines the allocation funds. A competitive nomic growth in the early fronm the national research
ty nenihbers applications. niot specifically allocated of baseline research funds. bidding system is in place part of next century. Fund- councils.
Corporations also fund on the basis of research Other research funding is for Research Council funds ing is primarily by means Issue: Concern that the
research and contract with performance. bid for on a competitive of competitive peer- research funding mecha-
institutions for particular Issue: Ahe institutional basis. reviewed bidding but gov- nism may place too much
research projects arrangements for competi- Issue: Concern that, to emment does not cover the emphasis on the volume as

Issue: University research tive and performance- date, the funding systent, full costs of the research. opposed to the quality of
partnerships with corpora- orientated research are which rewards excellence This puts the less well- uublication
tions have led to questions weak in research, has accentua- funded institutions at a
about the traditional role ted a bias toward research disadvantage. The govem-
of universities in basic (as opposed to teaching) ment is currently canying
research and the free within i,istitutions out a siiversity-ratng

ublication of research project and there is an
results intetiion to focus the

research effort on a few
number of institutions in
the future

Government

Nature of any inter- Some states have sought to Central government subsi- The Revenue Support Some Federal "special Central govemment trans- Central government funds Norway: Central funding
govenmmcntal transfer introduce equalization dies for salaries and capital Grant distributes resources inihatives" target addi- fers cover over 90% of the are allocated to each allows for higher levels of
schemes for "equaliza- schemes to assist districts projects are eanmarked and betweeti local authorities tional fuilds to states to costs of provision. Sepa- school board according to expenditure in areas with
tion" purposes with weaker tax bases. allocated on the basis of according to need. How- help states meet any spe- rate education branches of same criteria (e.g., number very sparse populations.

These initiatives are very inputs (e.g., number of ever, funds are allocated in cial or additional educa- local govemrnent are also of pupils) France: "Education
controversial teachers employed). Cen- a block grant and local tional needs responsible for providing priority zones" receive ;

tral govemnment also authorities are not bound to some resources but auton- supplementary funding
makes provision for the spend education related omy over schools is held from central govemment.
economically disadvan- allocations on education. by the provincial and
taged via multipurpose Issue: Fquality in levels of metropolitan authorties ment allocations do seek to
block transfers education expenditure Issue: Local education redress inequalities but

between different areas not authorities are typically there is no guarantee that 1
guaranteed reluctant to raise funds for these funds will be used

a service they do not for schools since they are
control not earmarked

Mechanisms of quality There are no nationwide There are no quality audits Local Education Authon- In the VET system, a fed- The Ministry of Education School boards may be
audit from one tier of systems of quality audit. for local education boards ties are not subject to audit eral agency sets delivery conducted evaluations of audited/inspected by the
govemment to the Some states have passed and iiispection in teniis of targets and monitors 15 metropolitan and pro- govemment financial
lower one legislation to permit the value for money or contri- annual state delivery vincial offices of education conitrol agency (Algemene t

state to put a "failed" pub- bution to educational against the targets. Work is in 1997 and provided a Rekenikanmer)
tic school district "into perfonmance under way to develop budget of 80 billion to
receivership," removing national agreed perform- reward offices that per-
local leadership and ance ildicatos formed well in the evalua-
administration tions



Country United States Japan United Kingdom Australia Korea Netherlands Other European Os

Mechanisms for Some cities have coni- Budgetary controls and Since 1988, schools have Most states have applied Very little except very Schools are able to retain Sweden introduced output
encouraging improved tracted with private, for- standardized costs are used been able to retain any annual efficiency savings directly as government any savings generated funding in higher educa-
efficienicies in the profit companies for the to ensure cost efficiency savilsgs gencrated through (i.e., cost cuts) to budgets controls both numbers and through efficiency gains. bion in 1993 with 60% of
systesll operation of their public by ensuring tranisparenicy efficiency gainis. Per-pupil for several years funding and so can reduce The funding mechanismii govemmnent grants to HEls

schools. Some larger anid prevenitinig waste funding promotes competi- unit costs by specification. for higlier educationi insti- related to the number of
schools have attempted to Issue: Centralized conitrol bion between schools to Issue. There is a danger tutions provides incentives credit points earned by
enhance autonomy and nmay inhibit capacity of attract students (and hence that the low unit costs have to minimize the number of students and 5% as a
parenrtal participatiols by itidividual schools to getn- fusids). Output futding lias an adverse effect on qual- dropouts and to promote '-quality prenmium." OtlIer C)
dividing into "charter erate efficiencies through been introduced to varying ity (e.g., very high papil rapid graduation. It also countries that have intro-
schools" or "schools local initiative degrecs at the postcompul- and student to staff ratios, penalizes poor performing duced elements of output
within schools" sory level. For example, which have reached over institutions by cutting funding include Germany

govemrnent fundinig for 30:1 it public universities) fundiisg (selected Lanider) anid
aduilt education is triggered Denmark where funding is
by the achievement of tied to the number of
results in teniiis of enteri!sg studenits completing their
emnploymiient or securing degree progralss
qualifications. d r

Issue: "Competition"
between schools depends -

upon ability of partents to
exercise choice

Source: OECD 1998, Eduication at a Glance. Table c5.2b and Table B2. 1.
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ANNEX 4: OECD STUDY OF EDUCATION POLICY
CHANGES IN TRANSITION ECONOMIES

The Center for Cooperation with the Economies in Transition of the OECD prepared a report'
in 1996 that looked at the recent experience in the development of education policy at the
secondary school level in a number of Eastern and Central European transition economies. The
objectives of this project were to make a survey of general secondary education in the 11
participating countries,2 summarize the main issues and policies in each of the countries and
gather ideas for further work to be undertaken over the next two to three years.

The major themes and findings are taken directly from the report and are included here as
they provide a number of useful comparative examples of problems faced and solutions sought in
education policy as these countries made the transition from centrally planned to more market-
focused economies. It cannot be expected that all of these examples will be or even should be
found in the China situation, but the summaries of the study are offered for reference use by
Chinese education policymakers.

FIVE MAJOR THEMES

The findings (detailed in the next section) fall under five major themes that appear to cover
all or most of the region's systems: decentralization; curriculum change; standards, assessment
and quality assurance; issues in teaching and learning; and the new role of the school principal or
head teacher.

Decentralization and School Autonomy

As in some Western countries, education systems in the region are decentralizing their
authorities and responsibilities. Naturally, this process is not the same in all countries. The aims,
however, are similar: to increase decisionmaking at the local level and to grant degrees of
freedom in planning, executing and evaluating education. Systemic change in administration and
control is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for the democratization of schooling. Several
countries covered here have recognized this, and their new laws and regulations strengthen the
autonomy of schools. However, there is a price to pay: decentralized systems place much greater
demands on local resources and school leadership, both of which are currently strained.

Curriculum Change

Two broad types of change are taking place in the region: first, the content, aims and methods
of teaching are being renewed; and second, both the concept and meaning of "curriculum" are

"Secondary Education Systems in PHARE Countries: Survey and Project Proposals"; OECD, Paris, 1996. This
annex was taken in its entirety from this report.

2 Albania, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Slovakia, and
Slovenia.
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evolving. Decentralization brings more local responsibility and power, and more freedom at the
school level to make decisions about curriculum and its variants.

One common feature among countries in the region is an increased number of new
curriculum subjects such as civics and environmental education, ethics and philosophy. History
is, naturally, taught from a new perspective and a wider selection of foreign languages is offered
to students. In mathematics and science curricula, changes appear to be fewer.

The way in which these countries view the teacher's role in the development of the
curriculum varies considerably. Some countries seem to have chosen a more centrally directed
approach, with greater emphasis on fixed and state-controlled curricula. Schools and teachers in
these systems may still choose appropriate teaching methods but have little scope to influence the
content of the curricula or the objectives of teaching. This approach is suitable when it is
important to ensure that all students have access to a particular subject, such as civics, languages,
and so on.

The shortcomings of a rigidly conceived, centralized system where teachers have no true
control over planning are, however, obvious. A rapidly changing social environment requires
flexibility and adaptivity from schools. Moreover, top-down curriculum structures tend to give
teachers only the narrow task of implementation, while the planning and formulation of goals are
not in their hands. As John Dewey (1901) wrote, "if teachers do not have a clear and central role
in curriculum planning, it is likely that the curriculum will not have substantive meaning for
them."

Standards and Examinations

In a well-ordered system, curriculum and assessment go hand in hand: both are based on the
same set of educational aims and objectives. Their functions, however, are quite different, and
their relation to each other is undergoing a profound change. One particular feature of the pre-
1989 systems in the region was that curriculum, textbooks and teaching processes were strictly
and centrally controlled, but that assessment and exams were school-based and teacher-
controlled. The emerging post-1989 systems, by contrast, are increasingly diversified, especially
at the secondary level: this raises questions about standards and quality that now require, perhaps
for the first time, some kind of external monitoring. Paradoxically, the more varied, "free" and
individualized education becomes, the greater the need to monitor quality to ensure that all
children receive an education that meets an acceptable standard.

One recurring issue to mention here relates to students' much-praised success in international
competitions or Olympiads. It might be claimed that high rankings in such competitions indicate
high-quality teaching. Indeed, in some Western countries the argument is turned upside-down:
low rankings are interpreted to indicate low-quality teaching. However, general conclusions
cannot be drawn from specific students' test scores in, for example, Science Olympiads.
Teaching in schools may emphasize quite different things than do the tests. It is true that success
in Olympiads shows that an education system is able to support talented individuals by
recognizing their abilities and fostering their development, often in special classes or schools.
What the authors wish to stress here is that the quality of education in general cannot be judged
by the achievement of top students; rather, the evaluation methods used should be valid and
broad-national in scope and taking into account the wide spectrum of abilities, skills and
attitudes shown by all children in schools.
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Teaching and Learning

One of the liveliest topics in education-not only in thisregion, but anywhere in the world-
centers on the way teachers teach, and how teaching methods influence student learning. In the
schools that were visited, teaching seemed to be based on teacher exposition and student learning
appeared to be limited to receiving information and memorizing facts. It is essential for the
development of more democratic schools and higher-level thinking skills-such as applying
information and solving problems-that a wider variety of teaching methods should be used. This
will mean a significant shift in the role of the teacher in the classroom, from being the main
information provider to being a "facilitator" helping each student to take an active part in his or
her own learning.

School Management

The new autonomy of schools brings more responsibility and more possibilities for principals
or head teachers. School-based curriculum planning is a case in point: this requires both
pedagogical and managerial skills from the head of the school. Schools are also increasingly
more responsible for their own budgets, and for the results they achieve through economic
decisions. School heads will need a great deal of support in defining their new roles and
developing appropriate skills. Consequently, one urgent focus of the project recommendations is
on management training for principals and key school administrators.

Conclusion

The main purpose of a regional analysis such as the present one is to help those involved in
school improvement and policy decisionmaking choose paths that are appropriate to their specific
situation but also "right" in a wider educational sense. All the changes and reforms observed in
the course of this study are taking place within a wider context of social evolution. Real change
in school culture requires more than change in individual cases: it requires a sympathetic climate,
a coherent educational philosophy within which teachers, principals and students can make
appropriate decisions about how their schools and classrooms should be run. At present, that sort
of framework is still "under construction" in the counties throughout the region.

Such sweeping change as that occurring in the education systems of PHARE countries
requires a complete transformation in the social organization of schools. In his widely cited book,
The Predictable Failure of Educational Change, Seymour Sarason (1990) writes that most school
reforms fail when they avoid confronting existing power relationships and because avoiding
those relationships is precisely what reformers tend to do, they ensure that "the more things
change, the more they stay the same." In order to last, change also requires more than quick
standard remedies. Far from standardizing the ways and means to effect change, regional
cooperation may help both to broaden discussion around common problems and to find solutions
to individual challenges facing these countries. In this context, it is hoped that this 1I -country
survey report will promote a clearer picture of what is needed in the short and medium term.

FINDINGS

The study teams identified a number of themes or issues shared among most, if not all, the
countries visited in the course of the mission. In summarizing these findings, it should be
underscored that each issue must be understood within the context of the distinctiveness of each
country and the great variation among the countries in history, culture and specific concerns.
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Changes in education are taking place in the context of severe economic constraints and
highly dynamic-in some cases unstable-political situations.

Frequent changes in education ministers, key personnel and policy direction have the effect
of creating a culture of caution and uncertainty. In some countries, school-level change is
proceeding in spite of the national-level uncertainty, but in time this may lead to efforts to
reassert national control. From a practical standpoint, several countries are undergoing changes in
the structure and financing of local and regional governments. The resulting regional tensions and
shifts in financing responsibility are having a direct impact on general secondary education.
These countries are experiencing intense debates about issues common throughout the world.
Examples include proposals to close or consolidate small secondary schools that are too costly
and cannot offer the necessary curricular breadth; struggles of rural communities to maintain
schools in the face of declining economy and population; imbalances in resources between and
among regions and between growing urban areas and rural communities; conflicting priorities
within the sector itself, such as budget allocations to basic, secondary, and higher education.

Having enacted laws stressing decentralization and school autonomy, a number of countries
are now debating how to redefine national and regional responsibilities in education.

In some cases these debates clearly reflect recent political changes; in most, they represent
searches for new approaches to national standards, curriculum, examinations, oversight and
accountability that represent an appropriate balance between central and devolved functions. All
the new education laws set forth national expectations and legal obligations such as the nation's
commitment to educational opportunity for all citizens. There is no guarantee that a highly
decentralized system of general secondary education, with each school pursuing its own course,
will result in a school population prepared to meet national or international expectations. The
challenge for all the countries is to carry out these national obligations without reasserting the
previous centralized, bureaucratic and ideologically based methods of control.

Three traditional and legitimate national concerns are the source of tension in most of these
countries: national curriculum, standards and examinations, and the culture of state oversight.
Specifically these challenges include:

* Developing a new approach to national curricula that will not dictate exactly what must be
taught and how, but will set forth frameworks and objectives, give concrete guidance on
evaluation and permit choice of textbooks and materials.

* Developing new examination systems to replace outdated "maturity" or school-leaving
examinations. These new systems set clear standards, are linked with curriculum, are valid
and reliable, reduce duplication with university entrance exams, provide information for
policy and are supported by teacher preservice and inservice education.

* Changing the culture of national and regional (district) agencies and staff from "inspection"
and "control" to advice, technical assistance and support for school-level change. At issue are
(1) whether teachers and school leaders trust the entities outside the school, and (2) whether
these entities have the necessary competence to fulfil their new role.

The reality of "decentralization" does not match the initial expectations, especially with
regard to responsibility for curriculum and pedagogy.
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Most new education laws place greater responsibility on the individual school (and especially
on the teachers as a group) for shaping at least a portion of the curriculum. Strengthening of
general secondary education, especially implementation of new curricula and development of
new pedagogical approaches, depends greatly upon realization of this school-level responsibility.
Even in countries where changes have been under way for several years, traditional approaches
remain strong: school leaders employ authoritarian leadership styles and teachers function
individually rather than assuming group responsibility for school-level education issues. In
several countries, laws and policies related to teacher autonomy reinforce individual teachers'
isolation.

In virtually every country the status of teachers and lack of incentives for them to participate
in the changes are major barriers to improvement in general secondary education.

Low salaries and competition from other sectors are important but not the only problems. In
most cases, the core teaching force is composed of persons who have spent 20 or more years in a
highly controlled system characterized by compliance, drill-and-practice teaching, conformity
and lack of individual responsibility. Little, if any, motivation exists for these teachers to
participate in school-level decisionmaking and to learn new curricula and teaching methods.
Compensation is not only exceptionally low but there are few incentives for teachers to involve
themselves in inservice education. Where countries have established incentives for inservice
education, these are generally for individual advancement (such as advancing a teacher's position
on a salary schedule). They are not designed to prepare teachers to participate in school-level
teams to revise curricula or pedagogical methods. Some governments are actively seeking
participation on task forces to develop new curricula or assessment policies but they give the
teachers few incentives or rewards for doing so.

Universities and teacher training colleges appear to be largely disengaged from change in
general secondary education and appear to be barriers rather than constructive forces for
change.

The situation may be getting worse as universities focus on their own internal priorities in
difficult economic conditions. Granting universities greater autonomy was one of the earliest
significant actions taken by most of the countries. While these changes were clearly justified and
important, they are having an unintended consequence in encouraging the further isolation of
these institutions and their faculties from the practical issues and concerns of the schools. A
strong emphasis on individual disciplines, limited attention to pedagogy, persistence of rigid
pedagogical methods (large lectures, limited active learning) all run counter to the need at the
general secondary level for new interdisciplinary curricula and new pedagogical methods. In
some cases, teacher training colleges, which used to be able to emphasize pedagogy and working
with the schools, are being drawn closer to the university model. The result is that faculty
members will increasingly be rewarded for research and advanced study and less for teaching and
preparing their students for service in the schools. These conditions have a profound impact on
the preservice preparation of teachers. But they also affect the capacity and willingness of
colleges and universities to assist in meeting the overwhelming demands for inservice teacher
training. And they have an indirect impact on the capacity and incentives of general secondary
schools to adopt new curricula and methods. Recognizing this situation, countries are using-or
exploring-alternatives to university-based teacher education reforms, including independent
national or regional pedagogical institutes, inservice training institutes or even nongovernmental
organizations and associations. Whether bypassing the universities will be a successful long-term
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strategy remains to be seen. Few countries appear to have policy mechanisms for bridging this
growing gap.

The collapse of highly specialized, rigid vocational training programs is placing new and
largely unresolved pressures on general secondary education.

The dimensions of the problem are multiple. Because this project focused on general
secondary education, it only touched the surface of the broader problems. As narrow vocational
training for ailing or defunct large state-owned industries declines, students must be given
alternatives. A significant number of these students are now entering general secondary
education. Schools and teachers may not be prepared to meet the needs of this more diverse
student population. The curriculum and pedagogical methods may not be adequate to give these
students the necessary skills to enter a changing workforce. At the upper secondary level, an
increasing emphasis on preparation of students for universities could detract from the need to
prepare students for entering the work force. In specialized upper-secondary vocational and
professional programs, more emphasis should be given to new curriculum and pedagogy
necessary for the students' participation in a democratic society and a market economy.

The needs to reassert national identity and to strengthen language and cultural
distinctiveness present special challenges for countries that also seek to develop a European
dimension within their general secondary education systems.

However, an encouraging development in virtually every country is that nongovernmental
organizations, informal networks among students, teachers and school leaders, regional
associations and other informal mechanisms are fostering these broader dimensions in curriculum
and in teacher and student experiences. Examples include networks among foreign-language and
mathematics teachers, informal communication among ministry officials on new curriculum
frameworks, opportunities for teachers, school leaders and students to visit other countries and
engage in exchanges with colleagues elsewhere through Internet and similar new means of
communication.

The availability of materials-textbooks and other important resources-remains a critical
issue throughout the region.

It is especially severe in countries with comparatively small populations who seek to reassert
the importance of their own language and culture. Again, an encouraging development is that a
number of nongovemmental organizations and informal networks-many involving international
contacts-are devoting considerable effort to meeting these needs. Alternative, private sources of
textbooks and materials are expanding. The legal and financial support and the availability of
technical expertise for such developments remain uncertain, and should be strengthened if the
growing needs are to be met.

Two areas-civic education and environmental education-should have a stronger and more
visible presence in the curricula of these countries.

The needs cut across virtually every dimension of change in general secondary education.
The issue is not simply one of materials. Areas affected include: new curricula; new pedagogical
methods; new partnerships with communities and social partners; new approaches to school
governance; new national curricula; revised "maturity" or school-leaving examinations; and
needed changes in university entrance requirements, curricula and pedagogy. Teachers and
school leaders at every level need concrete ideas and models for change.
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ANNEX 5: GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURE ON
EDUCATION

Low Government Expenditure on Education in China

Table 5.1 shows that government expenditure on education as a percentage of gross domestic
product (GDP) in China in the 1990s ranged between 2.44 and 2.86 percent. This national-effort
indicator actually dropped from 2.86 percent in 1991 to 2.49 percent in 1997.

TABLE 5.1: GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURE ON EDUCATION, 1991-97

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997*
1. GDP, billion yuan 2,161.8 2,663.5 3,451.5 4,500.6 5,773.3 6,779.5 7,477.2
2. Government education 61.8 72.9 86.8 117.5 141.2 167.2 186.3

expenditure, billion yuan
3. Ratio of(2) to (1), % 2.86 2.74 2.51 2.61 2.44 2.47 2.49
* Preliminary estimates only.
Source: Ministry of Education, China.

Government Expenditure on Education in Other Asian Countries

Table 5.2 presents information on government expenditure on education over time in a
number of east and southeast Asian countries. It shows government education expenditure as a
percentage of gross national product (GNP), government education expenditure as a percentage
of total government expenditure, and total government expenditure as a percentage of GNP.

Consider first government education expenditure as a percentage of GNP. Table 5.2 shows
substantial variation in government spending on education. The Republic of Korea, Japan and
Malaysia were among the top-spending countries during 1980-95. Japan is a high-income country
(based on per-capita GNP), and the Republic of Korea and Malaysia are middle-income
countries. In contrast, Hong Kong and Singapore are two high-income cities with relatively low
spending on education. On the other hand, Indonesia and the Philippines are low-income
countries with low level of educational spending.

While countries do vary in their level of government education expenditure as a percentage
of total government expenditure, their differences are smaller than those for government
education expenditure as a percentage of GNP. Except for Indonesia, most of the countries did
spend about 17 to 20 percent of their total government expenditure on education most of the time
during the 1980-93 period.

For total government expenditure as a percentage of GNP, Malaysia and Singapore were the
top-spending countries during the 1980-93 period. These two countries consistently devoted 22 to
30 percent of national output to government spending. For the other countries, total government
expenditure ranged between 15 and 20 percent of GNP.
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TABLE 5.2: GOVERNMENT EDUCATION EXPENDITURE IN EAST AND

SOUTHEAST ASIAN COUNTRIES AND REGIONS

1980 1985 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994
GNP Per Capita
Hong Kong 5,790 6,080 12,680 14,310 16,370 18,510 20,660
Indonesia 500 530 620 680 740 810 880
Japan 10,390 10,900 26,410 27,210 29,120 32,060 35,330
Korea, Rep. of 1,770 2,260 5,770 6,670 7,220 7,720 8,460
Malaysia 1,800 1,900 2,370 2,490 2,790 3,090 3,470
Philippines 690 520 730 730 780 810 910
Singapore 5,130 7,570 13,210 14,940 17,500 19,660 23,340
Thailand 720 810 1,520 1,680 1,900 2,110 2,360

Govt. Exp. % of GNP for Education
Hong Kong 2.4 2.8 2.8 -- 2.8 2.8 --
Indonesia 1.7 -- 1.1 -- 2.2 1.2 1.3
Japan 5.8 5.0 4.7 4.7 3.6 3.8 --
Korea, Rep. of 3.7 4.5 3.5 4.0 4.2 4.5 3.7
Malaysia 6.0 6.6 5.4 -- 5.5 5.2 5.3
Philippines 1.7 1.4 2.9 2.9 2.0 2.4 --
Singapore 2.8 4.4 3.1 -- 3.2 3.1 3.3
Thailand 3.4 3.8 3.6 -- 4.0 4.1 3.8

Govt. Exp. % of Total Exp. for Educ.
HongKong 14.6 18.4 17.4 -- 17.4 17.0 --
Indonesia 8.3 11.3 8.4 9.1 9.8 10.0 --

Japan
Korea, Rep. of 17.1 18.4 19.6 15.8 16.2 16.8 --

Malaysia 18.3 -- -- -- 19.6 20.3 --

Philippines 13 20.1 16.9 16.1 15.0 15.9 --

Singapore 14.6 20.2 18.1 19.9 22.9 22.3 --

Thailand 19.8 19.5 20.1 20.2 21.1 21.1 --

Total Govt. Exp. % GNP
Hong Kong
Indonesia 23.1 20.2 20.4 20.7 19.2 18.9 --

Japan 18.4 17.8 16.7 15.8 15.8 -- --

Korea, Rep. of 17.9 18.4 15.7 17.3 17.6 17.1 --

Malaysia 29.6 -- 31.3 30.6 29.4 26.7 --

Philippines 13.4 10.8 19.8 19.1 19.4 18.1 --

Singapore 20.8 26.3 23.3 22.1 22.7 19.7 --
Thailand 19.0 21.8 15.1 15.5 15.4 16.3 --

Sources:
World Bank, Education Statistics (Version 2.0), Washington, D.C. [Note: EdStats (short for Education Statistics) is a component of

the Knowledge Management System of the World Bank's Human Development Network. It is a product of collaboration
between the Network and the Development Data Group in the Bank's Development Economics Vice Presidency.]
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The Need to Raise Government Expenditure on Education in China

China needs to substantially increase its govemment expenditure on education in the coming
years to: (1) address educational deficiencies as a result of a long period of low educational
investment in the past, (2) meet the current educational needs of an expanding economy; and (3)
develop a comparative advantage in human resources so that China can more effectively compete
in a knowledge-based global economy.

Consider govemment education expenditure in China around the year 2020. To be
comparable to other Asian countries, we need to define govemment education expenditure and
total government expenditure in China. In this analysis, govemment education expenditure in
China refers to education expenditure made through the govemment financial system. It includes
educational spending financed by the govemment education budget ("in-budget educational
spending"), education surcharges and levies, education spending by state enterprises, govemment
tax subsidies for enterprises run by educational institutions, and other govemment education
resources (that is, most of the "out-budget educational spending," but not including tuition and
education fees). In 1997, govemment education expenditure amounted to 2.49 percent of GDP.
Similarly, total govemment expenditure includes both in-budget total govemment expenditure
and most of the out-budget expenditure (out-budget expenditure made within the govemment
financial system). Although a precise figure is not available, total govemment expenditure
amounted to about 19 to 20 percent of GDP in 1997.

To provide an approximate guidance to government education spending in China in 2020,
this analysis suggests that the experience of Malaysia and the Republic of Korea (and possibly
Japan) is more relevant to China than that of Hong Kong and Singapore or that of other low-
income Asian economies. If economic growth averages 6 to 7 percent annually, China's GNP
will be around US$3,000-3,500 by the year 2020. At this income range, Malaysia spent 5.2 to 5.3
percent of GNP on education; and the Republic of Korea spent about 4.0 to 4.5 percent of GNP
on education. Since education demand is likely to become more intensified in the global
economy, a higher level of govemment education expenditure is more likely to be required in the
future.

Thus, one can reasonably propose that, in the year 2020 in China, govemment education
expenditure be about 5.0 percent of GDP. Total govemment expenditure can be raised to about
25.0 percent of GDP, a level between that of Malaysia and most of the east and southeast Asian
countries. In that year, then, govemment education expenditure will amount to 20 percent of total
govemment expenditure, a level similar to that of other east and southeast Asian countries. In the
interim, the target for govemment education expenditure can be set at 4.5 percent by year 2010.

Changing Financing Sources for Education in China

Table 5.3 shows the amount and percentage distribution of financing sources for education in
China in 1991 and 1997. It shows that: (a) the share of budgeted resources has decreased
significantly over time, from 62.85 percent in 1991 to 53.63 percent in 1997; (b) much of the
corresponding increase in the share of extrabudgetary resources has come from tuition and other
education fees charged at the institutional level; and (c) since extrabudgetary resources are raised
and utilized at the institutional and township levels, the increasing reliance on these resources has
contributed to substantial financial disparities among educational institutions in different parts of
the country.
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TABLE 5.3: SOURCES OF EDUCATIONAL FUNDING (BILLION YUAN), 1991 AND 1997

Sources 1991 1997*
Amount % of Total Amount % of Total

Government education budget 45.97 62.85 135.77 53.63
Levies and surcharges 7.52 10.27 26.78 10.58
Enterprise-run institutions 4.27 5.83 11.94 4.72
Institution-generated resources 3.72 5.09 9.91 3.91
Social contributions 6.28 8.59 17.07 6.74
Tuition and other education fees 3.24 4.42 32.61 12.88
Others** 2.16 2.95 19.10 7.54
Total 73.15 100.00 253.17 100.00

* Preliminary estimates only.
** Include resources from institutions run by NGOs and individuals.
Source: Based on information from Ministry of Education, China.
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ANNEX 6: ESTIMATION OF EARMARKED FUNDS FOR
COMPULSORY EDUCATION IN POOR AREAS

This annex summarizes the findings of a study that estimates the magnitude of earmarked
funds needed for compulsory education in poor areas. The estimation is based on the assumption
that earmarked funds from central and provincial levels will be distributed to poor counties to
ensure that all the poor counties will meet the minimal recurrent spending levels deemed
necessary for effective schooling. The study includes 520 nationally designated poor counties in
1997 and the analysis covers the 1997-2020 period. It consists of three parts: (1) defining a
minimal level of per-student recurrent expenditure at the primary and lower-secondary education
levels; (2) projecting enrollment and the earmarked funds needed for primary and lower-
secondary education for the 1997-2020 period; and (3) distributing the financing of the
earmarked funds among central and provincial levels. Note that the study does not estimate
capital costs (which will be financed primarily by governments at and below the county level and
by the local communities); it also does not consider variation among schools and areas within a
county.

A. DEFINING A MINIMAL LEVEL OF PER-STUDENT RECURRENT EXPENDITURE

Recurrent expenditure in primary and lower-secondary education consists of spending on
teachers and retired staff, direct subsidies for students, school maintenance and minor repairs,
and other nonpersonnel items. The key parameters for defining the minimal per-student recurrent
expenditure in poor counties are listed in Table 6.1. It is assumed that the basic personnel and
nonpersonnel inputs will be provided as necessary conditions for effective teaching and learning
in primary and lower-secondary schools in poor areas in China [see Chapter 3 of Shanghai
Institute of Human Resource Development (1998) for an explanation of how the parameters are
selected].

TABLE 6.1: KEY PARAMETERS FOR DEFINING MINIMAL LEVEL OF
PER-STUDENT RECURRENT EXPENDITURE

Primary Lower-Secondary
Components of Recurrent Expenditure Education Education

Student-teacher ratio 22 16
Average annual salary (yuan) 4,829 5,665
Salary of retired personnel as % of total salary 16.9 10.7
Administrative & instructional cost (nonpersonnel) per teacher (yuan) 93.3 166.5
Maintenance & minor repair cost as % of fixed asset 7.6 7.5
Per-student subsidy (yuan) 6.2 10.4

In 1997, the minimal per-student recurrent expenditure in poor counties was estimated to be
324 yuan at the primary level and 523 yuan at the lower-secondary level. Because of tremendous
diversities across regions and areas in China, a single minimal amount at each education level is
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inappropriate. Additional analysis suggests that the minimal level should be higher for Han
counties in the mountainous areas of northwestern China (1.3 times the national level) and for
minority counties in the mountainous areas of northwestern China (1.4 times the national level).
Minimal per-student recurrent expenditure is then assumed to increase by 7 to 8 percent in real
terms over time.

B. AMOUNT OF EARMARKED FUNDS NEEDED TO MEET
MINIMAL RECURRENT SPENDING LEVEL

Analysis of 1997

In 1997, 40 percent of the 520 poor counties did not meet the minimal spending level at the
primary level; and 34.4 percent did not meet the minimal spending level at the lower-secondary
level. To meet the minimal level, 1.012 billion yuan were needed in primary education and 0.382
billion yuan in lower-secondary education. The total gap of 1.394 billion yuan amounted to 1.14
percent of the total budgeted education expenditure of the country. If the concerned counties had
increased the proportion of education expenditure in their budget to 3 percent, then the gap would
have been reduced to 0.698 billion yuan. This gap could have been addressed by additional
central and provincial earmnarked funds for this year.

Analysis of the 1997-2020 Period

In this analysis, projections were made about: (a) the number of school-age children based on
a population model; (b) the number of students based on assumptions regarding educational
coverage; and (c) the funding gaps based on assumptions on recurrent education revenue and
expenditure [see Chapter 3 of study by Shanghai Institute of Human Resources Development
(1998) for details]. The results are shown in Tables 6.2 and 6.3.

TABLE 6.2: FUNDING GAP IN COMPULSORY EDUCATION, 1997-2020 (1997 PRICES)

Minimal Minimal Funding gap as % of
spending spending lower- Education spending total national bud-
primary secondary of county as % total Funding gap geted spending on

Year (yuan/student) (yuan/student) county spending (billion yuan) education
1997 324 523 27.6
2000 408 641 35.6 1.349 0.81
2005 628 941 35.6 2.792 1.20
2010 966 1,383 35.6 4.933 1.51
2020 2,086 2,986 35.6 13.172 2.05

Table 6.2 shows that the gap in recurrent funding increases from 1.349 billion yuan in 2000
to 13.172 billion yuan in 2020. Over the same period, the funding gap as a proportion of total
national budgeted spending on education will rise from 0.81 percent to 2.05 percent.

Disparity in per-student recurrent spending among counties will decrease during the 1997-
2020 period. For example, Table 6.3 shows that the "10-percent ratio" (spending of top 10
percent counties to bottom 10 percent counties) will drop from 4.56 in 1997 to 1.97 in 2020 in
primary education, and from 5.94 to 2.99 over the same period in lower-secondary education.
Similarly, the standard deviation will be reduced from 0.49 to 0.34 in primary education, and
from 0.67 to 0.57 in lower-secondary education.
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TABLE 6.3: REDUCTION IN DISPARITY IN PER-STUDENT RECURRENT SPENDING
AMONG COUNTIES, 1997-2020

"10-%" ratio "10-%" ratio Standard deviation Standard deviation
Year Primary Lower-secondary Primary Lower-secondary
1997 4.56 5.94 0.49 0.67
2000 2.60 3.28 0.41 0.60
2005 2.48 3.28 0.39 0.60
2010 2.37 3.28 0.38 0.60
2020 1.97 2.99 0.34 0.57

Financing Responsibility of Central and Provincial Governments

It is assumed that earmarked funds for compulsory education from central and provincial
governments will be allocated to fill the gap in recurrent spending in poor counties. The financing
responsibility for the two levels of governments is shown in Table 6.4. Two scenarios are
considered: (a) a one-to-one matching ratio between the two levels of governments; and (b) a
two-to-one match ratio between the two levels.

TABLE 6.4: AMOUNT OF EARMARKED FUNDS TO BE FINANCED BY CENTRAL AND
PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENTS, 1997-2020 (BILLION YUAN)

Total earmarked Scenario One Scenario Two
Year funds needed Central Provincial Central Provincial
1997
2000 1.349 0.675 0.675 0.899 0.450
2005 2.792 1.396 1.396 1.861 0.931
2010 4.933 2.467 2.467 3.289 1.643
2020 13.172 6.586 6.586 8.781 4.391

Funding Gap Based on Alternative Assumption

The above analysis assumes that poor counties will raise their share of education spending to
35.6 percent of total county spending. Table 6.5 indicates what the funding gap will be if the
county education spending remains at an average of 27.6 percent of total county spending. Since
the central government plans to raise education spending significantly in the next several years,
Tables 6.2 and 6.5 indicate that, in the near term, it is quite feasible for the central government to
meet the funding gap in recurrent spending.

TABLE 6.5: FUNDING GAP BASED ON AN ALTERNATIVE ASSUMPTION, 1997-2020
(1997 PRICES)

County education spending Funding gap as percent of
as percent of total county Funding gap national budgeted spending

Year spending (billion yuan) on education
1997 27.6
2000 27.6 2.750 2.03
2005 27.6 5.202 2.22
2010 27.6 8.672 2.69
2020 27.6 20.974 3.26
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ANNEX 7: NATIONAL EDUCATION WORKING
CONFERENCE

The State Council and the Chinese Communist Party jointly hosted the National Education
Working Conference in Beijing on June 15-18, 1999. The third of its kind since China began its
reform and opening policies in the late 1970s, the conference was chaired by Premier Zhu
Rongji, and Vice Premier Li Lanqing presented a report entitled "Deepening Educational
Reform, Promoting Quality-Oriented Education and Striving for China's Revitalization." At the
end of the meeting, the Central Committee of the Communist Party and the State Council issued
the Decision entitled "Further the Education Reform and Promoting Quality-oriented Education"
(a brief summary of this decision follows).

DECISION ON "FURTHER THE EDUCATION REFORM AND PROMOTING
QUALITY-ORIENTED EDUCATION

(PRELIMINARY DRAFT OUTLINE ONLY)

The decision reconfirmed the targets promulgated in the Action Plan for Education
Development issued by the State Council early in 1999. The decision differs from the Action
Plan by stressing changes of education ideology, that is, away from the exam-oriented education
toward quality-oriented education.

To promote the fundamental change, the Decision pointed out some practical directions,
targets and measures:

* Quality-oriented education should be implemented at all stages of the education system,
namely, kindergarten, basic education, vocational education, adult education and higher
education.

* Teaching methodology should be reformed and changed. Heuristic and discussion method
should be used widely to cultivate the independent thinking and also the sense of creativeness
of students. The teaching quality should be improved through fostering the students' capacity
in collecting and processing information, gaining new knowledge, analyzing and solving
problems, expressing clearly and team working spirit.

* National Compulsory Education Program in the Poor Areas (aimed at providing financial
support to the poor areas in universalizing nine years' compulsory education) should be
sustained after year 2000 with increased levels of funding.

* The enrollment size of high schools and universities should be enlarged to ease the pressure
on lower secondary and primary schools. By year 2010, the enrollment rate for higher
education should be around 15 percent.

* Provincial governments will have more power with higher education affairs, especially with
the two- and three-year colleges (in terms of enrollment size and college entrance
examination). To quicken the development of tertiary vocation education, the provincial
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governments will have full authority in establishing vocational colleges, entrance
examinations and enrollment size, etc.

* The education system should be more open and flexible to satisfy the people's life-long
education needs. For example, vocational colleges could admit graduates from all kinds of
high schools, and the graduates of vocational colleges should have access to other
universities; the students of university and vocational secondary schools should enjoy the
flexibility in choosing the best time for them to graduate, etc.

* The development of private schools should be encouraged to provide alternatives to parents;
the entrance examination of universities should be reformed, and twice yearly exams should
be piloted. Local governments should enjoy the power of conducting graduation tests for
primary and secondary school students. A new mechanism for education quality evaluation
should be developed.

* Teacher education should be reformed by encouraging the non-normal universities to set up
teacher colleges, and the qualification standards of teachers should be increased to the
college level, also by the year 2010 in the areas with good conditions.

* New laws and regulations should be drafted and promulgated to promote quality-oriented
education.

* The allocation for education from the central budget should be increased by 1 percentage
point annually from 1998 to 2002, and the provincial governments also should increase their
budget allocation for education in consideration of their own actual situation.


